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Editorial

In this issue we take pleasure in announcing the estabhshment of an annual
prize; the Patricia Hackett Prize of one hundred guineas to be awarded "to
the writer of the contribution which in the opinion of the Editorial Board of
Westerly is the best original creative contribution published in an issue of
Westerly for the previous year." The prize shall be available for award for
contributions published in issues of Westerly for 1965. It is intended that the
announcement of the award for each year shall be made in the first issue of the
following year. The conditions of the prize are set out on page 8.
To mark the occasion of the announcement of the prize, we are publishing
a number of articles by people who knew the late Patricia Hackett. This
'appreciation' is illustrated with designs by Miss Hackett of programme covers
for some of her productions at the Torch Theatre.
Patricia Hackett was the daughter of Sir Winthrop Hackett the great benefactor of the University of Western Australia. To an editor of Western
Australia's only quarterly—a journal which, in its emaciated years, was oflFered
the hospitality of the University of Western Australia—writing in offices in
Winthrop Hall at the University an editorial announcing an annual prize of
such magnitude, some comment on the association of the Hackett name, the
University of Western Australia and the activities of both the family and the
institution in the furthering of cultural life of Western Australia, is inescapable.
Perhaps the most appropriate sentiments are those of Miss Hackett herself
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spoken on the occasion of the formal dedication of Winthrop Hall on April
13th, 1932, when she was asked to represent her father at the Ceremony. The
extract is taken from a full report of the ceremony in The West Australia,n of
April 14th, 1932: Miss Patricia Hackett said:
I take it as a kindly thought and as a great honour that you have asked
me to be present today to represent my father in the formal act of
dedicating this building for the use of the University. Years ago, I
remember the University of Perth as a series of shed-like structures. My
father would take us driving in his carriage, and would always stop and
think about those sheds. He thought them no fit place for the training
of the minds and the building up of the traditions of the State that he
hoped some day would become so great. In this fair building you see
the realisation of half of that dream.
May I congratulate you upon the happy choice of your motto. I see
that you are bidden to 'seek wisdom'—not mere knowledge or learning,
but wisdom, with power to diflFerentiate between the genuine and the
artificial; to discern the truth of things, and act accordingly. Many
educational institutions fall into the error of making a fetish of learning.
To do this is to miss the whole point of mental training, which is to seek
wisdom, and in seeking, to find greater understanding. I also admire the
great discrimination which has chosen the wording of your motto to be
in English rather than in the usual Latin. We in Australia are of the
new world, and a knowledge of the language of the new world must be
ours. Therefore, while paying great honour to the classics, and getting
much benefit from them, we shall start free from the conventionalities
and the hidebound customs of the older world. I sometimes wonder, if
my father had been asked to choose a motto, what he would have said.
Before it was definitely chosen, I used to think about it, but now I see
it before me I realise that it is the very one he would have chosen.
There is no country in the world more wonderful than ours with its
vast resources, its great and splendid beauty. You have been given a
University that is worthy of your country, and I ask you to build up
traditions about it that will be still more worthy. It is very difficult to
start a thing without ideals. Take what is best from the ideals of others,
and add to them, remembering always that beautiful things belong to
all ages, and not only to ages that are dead. Add to them, and build
yourselves. Be constructive always, never destructive.
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THE PATRICIA HACKETT PRIZE
* ^ i-r, tbp University to form an endowment
A sum of n,o„ay has '^^'-J'l^'^^^^^'^r^cL^.^t
be awarded under
for a prize in memory of Miss Patricia nacKcii
the following conditions:
1.

The prize shall be known as "The Patricia Hackett Prize".

2.

The prize shall be of the value of 100 guineas.

3.

(a) Subject to clause 5 below, the prize shall be awarded annually to
the writer of the contribution which in the opinion of the Editorial
Board of Westerly is the best original creative contribution pubhshed
in an issue of Westerly for the previous year.
(b) The prize shall in the first instance be available for award for contributions published in issues of Westerly for 1965.

4.

Members of the Educational Committee and the Editor of Westerly
not be eligible for the prize.

5.

If in the opinion of the Editorial Committee no contribution merits the
prize in any year it shall not be awarded in that year and the amount
therefore shall be added to and become part of the principal sum.

6.

These regulations may from time to time be altered by the University
providing that all such alterations shall comply with the wishes and
intentions of the founder of the prize.
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IN MEMORIAM, T. S. ELIOT
Poems used the living man
To reach the undivided mind
Whose currents flow as they began
Dense with the trouble of mankind.
Words came from where the sadness rose
In crowding images, to sight—
The fractured city pressing close
On eyes turned inward from the light.
Pavement alley tenement bed
Held in their maculate cold fire
Figures of loneliness and dread
Cramped in the postures of desire.
His spirit suffered all the shame
That turns our Adam back to stone,
And found those tragic masks that came
To say whatever must be known.
Speaking with voices of the dead
He named the tumult of our years
Defined the glory and the dread
Suffusing all our joys and tears.
Figured the water and the rose.
The garden bright with tongues of fire.
Whose scents confuse, whose looks compose
The double anguish of desire.
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Landscapes now of garden and city
Where love and death compacted lie.
Shadowed by irony and pity.
Keep watch upon our memory.

Death ends the body's impact, glance,
The vivid presence, frown and smileFor a few the figured dance
That bound them falters for a while.
For most there lingers, like a book
Half known, irrelevant, and sad,
The carefully distinguished look
The monotone of voice he had.
But in death the poet throws
All his making at our feet
And his image timeless grows.
At length articulate, complete.
So one for whom the poet lit
The doubtful paths from childhood's trance
And, after, with such sensual wit
Shaped new ways out of ignorance.
Now makes this sign of homage, praise,
For him who, through a rage for life.
Fought for that candid speech that lays
Its order on our secret strife.
And by its sensuous music, force,
Elates the spirit at its source.
ALEC
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IMAGES OUT OF SPRING
for

Kent

Gardien

Leaves hold onto the brink of air
blackbirds shove off orange cockles of song
that ride the choppy wind
as if they can carry full sail
yet tack in air.
So in their formal bodies birds
travel their songs—in the shortwave area
behind the eyes—rehearse
whistles and bright carbuncles of spring—
coruscations of green air by birds.
If we knew enough we'd already have broken
all the promises down to their tight core
so the nude anatomy of spring
was as solid as artery walls
and also (with successful crocuses) broken.
Hard trees show that the gist of spring is waiting.
Their branches unfolding can't be repaired
and leaves are soft—
at the mercy of their own opening—
then they will want this untouched waiting.

NORMAN
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TALBOT

T. A. G. Hungerford

THE BUDGERIGAR

HE HOUSE WAS QUIET, as it always was at the time of day, suspended
between the little activities of getting up and breakfasting and cleaning,
and the decision of what to have for lunch: almost audibly thinking
about its past, a visitor had remarked once with tfght humour, and congratulating itself on the security of its immutable future as the home—cage, coffin—of
monied Miss Harriet Moon.
That same Miss Moon now sat, insulated from the bleak and sleety day
outside by drawn curtains, and glowing mallee-roots in the deep fire-place of
the dining room. It was a habit she had got into soon after her mother's death,
when the house seemed bigger and quieter than she could stand, of using the
dining room rather than the sitting room during the morning—it meant they
had to light only one fire, and from where she h t d placed her chair she could
easily take part in the conversation addressed to her from time to time by her
cook-housekeeper, Mrs. Bohun, of whom occasionally she caught glimpses
through the half-opened door into the kitchen.
Bight up to Mrs, Moon's death it had been kept closed, except for the
passage in and out of persons, the end results of Mrs. Bohun's labours having
been passed with nice ceremony through a servery hatch into the sphere of a
maid now departed. But with her mother's death, Harriet Moon had felt
self-conscious about keeping up such a degree of state for one—herself—and
had decreed the permanent closing of the hatch. In the silent house the opened
door into the kitchen had given her a contact with a least one human activity,
and there were times when the garrulous old woman was entertaining: even
when she was not, she was company.
After staring for some days at the closed hatch, Harriet Moon had fallen
back on the memory of art classes attended as a matter of course at her expensive school, and for a while afterwards, and had covered the dining-room side
with a painting of a receding coastline washed by seas of a wonderful blue and
had draped across it tiny muslin curtains: so that when she half-closed' Ti
eyes, and stared hard at it, as she now did, she could almost believe h
%
looking through the window of some clifftop house at a coast she had ^5?f
imagined or heard about, and certainly had yearned to visit, ever sin ^ if^
had laid the first magic patch of blue on the smooth wood of the old ^^
hatch to create it.
servery

T
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In the big room, it was the only thing unchanged since the dinnertime two
years before when Mrs. Moon had dropped her fork with a frightening clatter
onto her plate and leaned forward over the table, her lips in a ludicrous twist
as though she were incredibly about to shoot some ribald remark towards the
sideboard and its photograph of her dead husband—whom she had rejoined
while her daughter and the maid watched her united in terror, before the
clatter of her fallen fork had died on the startled air.
Harriet Moon had sometimes considered doing over, if not the entire house,
then at least this room in which she spent so much of her time. But in the
years before her death, even when it seemed to Harriet that nothing would
ever destroy her, Mrs. Moon had said several times, as though carefully arranging surveillance over her daughter's activities when she herself would no longer
be able to do it: "Look after Bert and Mrs. Bohun when I'm gone, Harriet—
and don't change the house. I want to feel that if I come back—and who
knows?—I'll find everything as I left it."
So Harriet Moon quailed when it came to the point of moving against the
faded prints, the illuminated addresses from a score of lodges and charitable
institutions, the framed invitation to a ball in honour of the Duke and Duchess
of York, the dusty pawa shell recalling a visit to New Zealand—the china and
silver and plaster and brass nick-nacks which her mother had so prized, while
forgetting for at least the last twenty years of her life that she owned them.
And in any case, what could she do with it all? Harriet Moon had argued with
herself a hundred times. Stack it away in a spare room already stuffed with
mementos of other lives, just to clear the walls for whatever she herself might
collect in the lonely years before a dinnertime when she too might drop her
fork, and twist sideways to leer at the vacant spot on the sideboard . . . where
no photograph of a husband of her's would ever have stood?
"Brains aren't so good, nowadays," said Mrs. Bohun from the kitchen, breaking a silence of at least fifteen minutes' duration. "They used to clean them
once. Now they just send them all higgledy-piggledy, any old how. Times
have changed."
So that's what we're having for lunch, Harriet thought, pulling her mind
back from the coast of her own imaginings. Brains For a moment she wanted
to say: Yes—you, for instance. You wouldn't have dreamed of chatting to
Mother through the kitchen door. The door wouldn't even have been opened!
"Of course things have changed," she replied automatically, looking at the
half-opened door. "But wash them well and put plenty of breadcrumbs with
them, just the same. I'm not that keen on them."
"They're good for you—they give them to people in hospitals. And your
mother always had them for lunch, Thursdays."
"My mother hasn't had them Thursdays for more than two years, now,"
Harriet Moon remarked crisply, feeling, as always, the warm satisfaction which
accompanied any small breach in the carefully preserved edifice of Mrs. Moon's
immortality.
"Boy!" Mrs. Bohun cooed unexpectedly in sugary tones. "Mother's boy! Did
'e eat up all 'is dinny-bones?" Harriet heard the clink of something laid on the
table, and the shuffle of the old woman's bunioned feet on the black-and-white
lino of the kitchen, and then Mrs. Bohun's slatey-grey, smooth head appeared
around the edge of the door. In her normal manner—she squeaked and
WESTERLY, MAY 1965
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dropped her aitches only when addressing the late Mrs. Moon's relict budgerigar—she said: "Shall I let him out, Miss Harriet? Won't hurt him to stretch
his little wings.'
"If you clean up after him," Harriet Moon said.
"Who ever does, except me?" Mrs. Bohun's head bobbed out of sight, and
Harriet Moon heard the thin rattle of the cage-door being slid up. A moment
later a tiny blue-green bird flicked through the doorway, circled the room on
wildly fluttering wings, and landed neatly among the tumblers and salad bowls
on the polished jarrah top of the sideboard. He cocked a claw behind one ear,
scratched himself thoughtfully, and said in a voice shrill and minutely crepitating like the whispering of an old, worn gramaphone record: "Let's a-a-a-all go
down the Strand!"
" 'Ave a banana," Harriet Moon said, automatically.
The late Mrs. Moon had been an accomplished pianist, of course, and on
Sunday afternoons had played and sang, roguishly even into her sixties, the
ditties of her girlhood: and, if there were people in to tea, would always close
her performance by saying with a perplexed smile: "I don't know why Harriet
won't play. I've tried with her, heaven knows. Music's my life!" The budgerigar, now nearly six years old, had acquired a remarkable command of words
and phrases, and would entertain the visitors while Harriet Moon lurked
awkwardly by the window, hating it and herself and her mother, who would
say: "Look—even Bert can sing!" smiling winningly at her daughter through
the visitors, who would smile with her and cluck their commisseration.
Now the budgerigar clicked across the polished wood to the oval mirror
to exchange greetings with the unattainable other self which appeared for him,
every morning, glittering blue-green among the glittering crystal and glassware.
He nibbled at the reflected beak, cocked his head, strutted and talked gibberish,
laughed on a high, hysterical note, and finally rolled onto his back to wave
his twig legs in an ecstasy of self-importance.
"Isn't he a caution!" said Mrs. Bohun, who had stationed herself at the
doorway to watch his morning performance. "Bert! Did 'e like the ole sideboard? Bert!"
Hearing her voice the bird stopped waving its claws and looked at her.
? u u I^/^®"^ ^"^ ^*°^^ "P' ^*^^®^ ^^^™^y ^* Harriet Moon, and suddenly
bobbed, like a worshipper genuflecting with both knees. When it stood erect
again, there was a tiny spiral of ordure on the polished wood beneath its tail,
inis It examined, turning around and eyeing it knowinglv before once more
resummg its play.
'
b e l ' ? ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^""^^ ^ ° ' ' ' ° ' " ^ ' ' ' " ^ ^ ^ ° ° " '^'^' hopelessly. "The dirty little
'It's only natural," said Mrs. Bohun.
"It would be just as natural in his cage "
"No. It's got something to do with flying, I've been told." Mrs Bohun lifted
the comer of her apron and removed the little speck. "They sit around i n S e
cage and nothing happens. When they get out, and fly, and work t h S
it moves their little insides, or something. I . . ." she stopped s p e a L ' ^ ' ' ' § j '
peered intently at the curtained window at the other end of the room "TI.
a car just pulled up at the gate." She padded over to the window and ^^^^'^
^Ver so
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carefully moved one of the drapes aside. "One of those big swanky cars, too.
A Rolls-Royce."
"For heaven's sake, stop eavesdropping," Harriet Moon commanded. "The
car might have just stopped there . . . for anything."
"I'm not eavesdropping, I'm looking," Mrs. Bohun replied, without heat, as
though speaking to an impertinent child. "And a woman's getting out. Fur
coat." There was a moment of silent inspection. "She's opened our gate."
"Then go to the door, instead of lurking there like a Bolshevik!"
"Well, who ever does answer the door, but me?" the old woman demanded,
dropping the edge of the curtain. She spoke with the humorous half-insolence
of the favoured old retainer. Her late employer had left her well provided
for anyway, and the three days a week she did for the daughter was purely,
as she had confided to one of her familiars at the Old Folks' Centre and Library,
to keep Miss Harriet on her toes.
"I'll go into the drawing room," Harriet Moon volunteered, half rising.
"No. Stay there," Mrs. Bohun said, again in the same peremptory fashion.
"It's warmer." She smoothed her unwrinkled hair and brushed her spotless
apron over her belly, and disappeared into the hallway.
The woman who preceded her into the dining room a few moments later
was old and tiny and beautiful. She stood poised like a doll in the doorway,
a half-inquiring smile on her red mouth.
"Please forgive this intrusion," she said. Her voice was light and musical,
and beautifully produced. "I was on my way to morning tea with the ShawSmiths, and got lost. I shouldn't have driven myself, it's so long since I was
home, here. But . . ." she smiled fully, and spread her tiny gloved hands to
solicit forgiveness of her stupidity. She was exquisitely dressed, Harriet Moon
noticed, with a confection of deep purple velvet violets on her mist-grey hair,
and a deep purple dress showing at the opened front of her grey squirrel coat.
"When I realised I was really lost, I just stopped at the first house which looked
as if it might have a telephone and . . . well, here I am. May I please ring
the Shaw-Smiths and explain why I haven't arrived?"
"Of course," Harriet Moon said, readily. The Shaw-Smiths were an oldmoney family who lived in a huge Italianate mansion two or three miles away
among the avenues and crescents on the south side of the river, and anyone
going to morning-tea with them, and especially anyone driving her own RollsRoyce, must be someone. But this woman obviously was someone. Even the
elegant suede boots on her tiny feet, opened halfway to the instep, showed a
squirrel lining, and the faintest perfume which preceded her into the room—
carnations, violets, guelder-roses?—^reminded Harriet Moon of summer evenings
in a garden she had never even seen.
"You're very kind," the woman said.
"Not at all," Harriet Moon responded formally. 'Terhaps my housekeeper
could ring up for you?"
Mrs. Bohun had been standing slightly back in the hallway, calmlv taking
in the detail of the woman's dress and appearance—possibly for some future
anecdote at the Old Folks' Centre and Library. The woman turned a wide
smile on her.
"If you would . . ."
"Then do, please, Mrs. Bohun," Harriet Moon said. "Say that . . ."
WESTERLY, M A Y
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"Miriam Bonaccor," the woman said, dividing the intelligence nicely betwe
Harriet Moon and her servant. "Mrs. Miriam Bonaccor. Would you ]us
explain that I've lost my way, and will call on them later?"
.,
Mrs. Bohun nodded, and stumped off in the direction of the lobby where
the phone was, leaving Harriet Moon and her visitor alone in the gleaming,
fire-warmed room.
"It's a terrible day out," Harriet Moon said. "Perhaps you'll stay for a few
minutes, and warm yourself? My name is Harriet Moon."
"You're most kind," Miriam Bonaccor walked into the room and shrugged
off her coat, which she draped casually over the back of a chair. She took off
her gloves and stood warming her hands at the fire. "What a lovely room,"
she remarked, looking around her, and then turning to Harriet: "Quite an
old house?"
"It was my grandmother's, then my mother's and then . . . mine."
"Your parents are dead?"
"For years," Harriet Moon said. "Would you care for a cup of tea?"
"You really are most kind."
"I'll have Mrs. Bohun make it when she finishes your phone call."
"Thank you, indeed."
Miriam Bonaccor walked back to the chair on which she had dropped her
coat, and sat dovsm. She looked around the room once again, slowly, taking
in each piece of furniture and decoration as her glance rested on it. WTien
she saw the servery hatch she paused for some time. Then she swung to face
Harriet Moon.
"The little painting there—the trompe d'oeil by the door. Who painted it?"
"I did," Harriet Moon said, deprecatingly.
"Then you've been abroad?"
"No. I learned a little at school, here, and then at art classes, afterwards.
It's the first I'd done in—oh, years."
"I didn't mean that," said Miriam Bonaccor, returning her glance to the
painting. "I mean . . . the scene. Where did you see that?"
"I didn't see it. I did it out of my head."
Miriam Bonaccor turned and stared at Harriet Moon strangely.
"My dear—that's a stretch of coast on the Cote d'Azur." She stood up and
walked to the hatch, placing the point of a finger on a white fleck, half house,
half smudge, poised like a swallow's nest on the cliff above the sea. "That is
my home."
Harriet Moon felt a curious rippling sensation, not entirely pleasant, at the
base of her neck where it joined her shoulders.
"Coastlines—bits of them, anyway—are much the same anywhere" she said
She was surprised that it sounded more like a question than a fl-it- rl«'r,4o1 o. .1.^
had intended, of whatever the other woman was driving at
"Perhaps," Miriam Bonaccor said, "but not this bit. T l ^ ^
., ,
„,,
With her back to Harriet, she placed a finger on the painting « 3 f ^^ "^f'
a couple of inches off the paint at the left-hand lower corner "f I T
^i,
is a villa owned by a retired French opera singer—a terrible old^ ^^® ^ ^^^
drinks abominably, but very interesting and wicked. When I open"^^"^^" ^ ^ °
I have lived there for two months every year for the past three ye"^^ Place—
with her quite often. We sit on her terrace, and . . ," the point of^^i^^^ '^^^
'^er finger
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trailed back onto the paint, coming to rest again on the white smudge: ". . . this
is the view I see. Have seen, a hundred times." She turned to Harriet. "You
see, my dear—I know."
"It can only be coincidence, of course," Harriet Moon said.
"Coincidence, of course." Miriam Bonaccor arched her slender brows.
"What else?" She walked back to her chair and sat down, stfll looking at
Harriet with a quizically amused expression. "But my dear, what is coincidence?
Merely a remarkable occurrence of events, perhaps—but . . . what brings it
about?'
She spoke lightly, though with a curious intensity, as if she had access to
realms of knowledge and experience Harriet Moon had never even dreamed
of, and in the silence which followed her words the younger woman felt once
again on the skin of her neck the shivering premonition of a door she had
never opened to a room of whose existence she had never known.
Miriam Bonaccor returned her gaze to the painting and said almost sharply,
"Why have you never travelled? You could afford to, obviously?"
"I don't know, now," Harriett Moon said. "I always wanted to—I don't know
where, but maybe to sail up the Nile to Luxor, or to see Samarkand . . . but
Mother didn't ever suggest going anywhere. She was always so occupied.
And I . ."
Her words trailed into silence, and she sat staring at her hands. You what?
What did you do in all those years, my God, a quarter of a century, while
Mother was too busy to think of going to Samarkand?
"Nothing, really," she said aloud, and Miriam Bonaccor looked with gentie
pity at the side of her face.
"And what kept your mother so busy?" she asked. "How did she spend her
Iffe?"
"In all sorts of ways," Harriet Moon said guardedly, without looking up.
"Most of it, I suppose, in doing good."
The door from the hallway opened and Mrs. Bohun entered, closing it
behind her. "I told them you were lost and would get in touch with them
later," she announced.
"Thank you," said Miriam Bonaccor.
"I told them where you were, too." The old woman inclined her head towards
Harriet Moon. "They asked me to thank you."
"Mrs. Bonaccor is staying for a cup of tea," Harriet Moon said. "Will you
make it?"
"With lemon, please?" Miriam Bonaccor added, winningly.
The old woman hobbled into the kitchen, closing the door behind her, and
Miriam Bonaccor picked up the conversation as though it had never been
interrupted.
"For whom did she do good?"
"Well . . . for everybody she could, I suppose."
"It's a very relative term," Miriam Bonaccor said—not tartly, as Harriet
Moon had expected, but smilingly, and the mood in her glowed warmly, like
a candle, across the little space between them. "It depends upon whom it is
being done for, and why. In most cases it is a form of arrogance exercised on
people who either don't have the intelligence to realise what is happening to
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them, or whose exquisite lower-class reticence will not permit them to tell the
do-gooder what she should do."
"Such asf'"
J
"Go and jump in the lake," Miriam Bonacco-r said, with such unexpected
vulgarity that Harriet Moon smfled with her. "Of course, you must not get
the'notion that I am against good." She smiled archly, and ^P^^-^ her f S ^ ^ ^
ringed fingers to the blaze, regarding with blatant satisfaction the multiplied
twhikle of diamond, ruby and emerald. "I've spent most of my hfe doing good,
too . . . but to myself."
"You make no bones about it."
.
"Why should I? As a result, I can afford several cars, and a nice home—
three of t / i e m - a n d travel, and interesting friends, and to be precise, all that
makes Iffe worth while."
, , 1.1
u-^v,
Miriam Bonaccor paused, staring at the servery hatch and the blue sea which
washed soundlessly below her home on the Cote d'Azur—one of her three
houses, Harriet Moon thought, watching her, and felt a gnawing sense of envy
almost of injury, that she herself had missed all this strange woman had
experienced merelv, it seemed, through utter selfishness.
"Are you, or more pertinently, have you ever been, married? Miriam
Bonaccor asked, suddenly, without turning around.
Harriet Moon was completely unprepared for the personal question, but
the budgerigar saved her the embarrassment of answering.
"Let's a-a-all go down the Strand!" he carolled scratchily from the top of
the sideboard, and immediately attracted the attention of both women to
himself. Conscious of his audience, he scratched behind one ear and intoned
wolfishly: "'Ave a bana-a-na!"
Miriam Bonaccor, looking at him coolly, said; 'Talking birds. One's self writ
strange. They're . . . malevolent."
"Bert's harmless," Harriet Moon said. "Mother had a lot of them, at different
times, but he was her special pet. She reared him from the egg, almost."
"There's a place for animals," Miriam Bonaccor said, as though the other had
not spoken. "For birds, in the bush. For dogs, in Chinamen's stews. And for
cats, in the alleys where they belong. Otherwise they take over houses—and
people."
The tiny bird, which had been watching her as she spoke—watching her
malevolently, Harriet Moon noticed, with an inwird smile—suddenly launched
itself from its gleaming red platform and landed expertly on the crown of her
hat, blue-green among the clustered violets. She seemd to shrink a little,
although she sat immobile.
"Take it off," she commanded.
"It's a trick Mother taught him. She used to put a piece of apple in her
hair, for visitors." Harriet Moon got up and walked over to Miriam Bonaccor.
She took the bird, cupping the whole of his sleek, hard little body in her hand.
For a moment she tightened her grasp on him, and he glared hatred at her
from his golden eyes. Miriam Bonaccor sat still, cold and silent as stone, until
she released him." "I'll put him back in his cage."
On her way to the kitchen, Harriet Moon mused: So the world isn't quite
her oyster. Sometimes when she lifts the shell, she finds something that isn't
a pearl. A budgerigar, for instance. The thought gave her some comfort, as
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though chance had placed in her hand a weapon to combat this stranger's
otherwise overwhelming superiority. As she slid the door of the cage upwards,
the bird twisted his head and nipped her savagely at the tender edge of her
fingernail. She almost threw him through the aperture, hating him again.
"A cuckoo in the nest, if ever I saw one," Mrs. Bohun hissed at her back,
her eyes turned furtively to the closed door.
"Hush," said Harriet Moon.
"Hush, nothing. What did she come here for?"
"To get out of the rain, I imagine," Harriet Moon whispered drily. "What
else?"
"That I'd like to know. I've seen her sort before. Her and her ShawSmiths!"
"Don't be ridiculous!" said Harriet Moon.
The copper kettle bubbled on the gas jet. The old woman filled the pot she
had placed near it on a silver tray, with cups and saucers, a sugar-bowl, a dish
of sliced lemon, and four little pink cakes.
"Lemon!" she muttered scathingly. "She's found out you've got money.
She'll talk you into putting it into something—oil shares. I'm going down to
the shop for some things. You be careful while I'm away. Don't you do
anything."
"Don't be ridiculous," Harriet Moon whispered again. "Here. I'll take the
tea in. You may go."
When she returned to the dining room, the stranger had completely regained
her composure. She sat, leaning slightly forward, staring dreamily into the
fire. As Harriet Moon put the tray down on the small table, and lowered
herself into the chair beside it, she said: "Then . . . are you married?"—once
again as though nothing had interrupted their previous conversation.
"I'm not married, and I never have been," Harriet Moon said.
"A pity."
"Then you are? Of course . . . Mrs. Bonaccor . . ."
"I have been," Miriam Bonaccor said. "Four times. Right now I am—to use
a theatrical term—^resting."
"One might suspect you would need to," Harriet Moon remarked tartly.
This new revelation of this woman's fecundity for living aroused in her a flock
of resentful thoughts—not, she was surprised to realise, against Miriam Bonaccor, but against something she could materialise in her mind only as life, things,
chances, and what they had all added up to for Harriet Moon. Four times
this woman had walked into the bedroom of a new life with a man she loved.
Four times, a different man. While I . . .
"Perhaps," Miriam Bonaccor said, breaking in on her thoughts. "But should
one marry—like the pelican—for life? Can you imagine how exhausting it
would be to sit through a whole play without intermissions? Or a football
match? Or an afternoon at the races, without occasional visits to the lounge?"
She laughed, completely restored to her good humour and self satisfaction.
"I will not be bored . . . although I must admit that all of my . . . intermissions
. . . have not been at my own behest. Two of my husbands died—^but both,
fortunately, leaving me a little better placed to . . ." she smiled beguilingly at
Harriet Moon, inviting her to be a partner in the elegant conceit she intended:
". . . to obtain tickets for another performance?"
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Harriet Moon sat staring with dull resentment at the crowded wall in front
of her. Far from sharing Mrs. Bonaccor's tinkling laughter, she had hardly
even heard the words which evoked it. For the first time in years she was
compelled, by this woman's empty-headed chatter, to examine her life and to
compare it with that of somebody else, and the comoarison stunned her. While
I have sat here guarding this houseful of rubbish and birds and old women,
and feeding Bert and gossiping with Mrs. Bohun, this woman has been living
in a way I can hardly even speculate on, with drunken opera singers and
houses and jewels, and travel up the Nile to the temples of Karnak. She has
listened to a muezzin in the twilight, with a husband's hand at her breast.
While I . . .
"I was in love once," she said, still staring at the wall. "When I was nineteen.
And he was in love with me—I know it. David was his name. I met him at
the art class. He was a mechanic. I told Mother, and she said I should bring
him home one night for supper, after the class. He wore boots , . . you know
. . . and his nails were not quite clean. How could they be? He was a
mechanic. But the backs of his hands were so smooth, and the veins on them . . .
I wanted to touch them and feel his blood running under my fingertips. Mother
made fun of him—oh, delicately!—and when next I went to the class, he was not
there. Nor the next time, nor the next. So then I stopped going." She turned
to Miriam Bonaccor. "I had almost forgotten. I think I had forgotten. And now
you must come, with your talk of travels, and your friends, and your marriages.
Why did you? Why did you have to come here, to my house?"
"My dear," Miriam Bonaccor said. She made no attempt at comfort, but
sat with her hands folded in her lap, looking at Harriet Moon. "Perhaps it is
because of all that I did come—because coincidence, perhaps, is a word we
use only because we cannot, or are frightened to think of another. For some
time now I have been looking for a companion—indeed, I was intending to ask
the advice of Mrs. Shaw-Smith about it. I want a woman—a lady—to travel
with. me. Not as a servant, but as a friend . . . although, of course, I should
pay all expenses. I am going to Egypt, to sail up the Nile . . . no, truly," she
insisted, as Harriet Moon raised her glance disbehevingly, "I have already made
the reservation for next month. I could show you my ticket. I have done it
before, but in one trip—in many, even—one never sees all of it: and 1 love it
so. Will you come with me?"
"What—forever?" Harriet Moon said. The three syllables, hard and sharp
on her lips, felt like a sentence she had already passed under, and as she
looked at the woman her glance was filled with disquiet.
"Of course not," Miriam Bonaccor said instantly, even a little sharply. "1 am
not one of those women to trail endlessly about the world with a good-looking
. . . companion . . . young enough to be my daughter. I need you—there are
things you can do for me. In time I will marry again, and no longer need
you. But when 1 no longer need you, I assure you you will no longer need me,
unless you are a fool—and I don't think you are. Will you come?"
". . . next month?"
"No—now."
"NowP" Harriet Moon cried. Her heart leapt to her throat and hung therp
like a grape. "Why now?"
^
"If you wait any longer—if I go away today without you—you will never
20
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go," Muriam Bonaccor said. "And there are other reasons. You painted my home,
when you had never even seen it. And I . . . 1 came to this place, of all the
homes in the city."
"But . . . that's it. This house!" Harriet Moon gestured distractedly around
the room, at the silver and crystal, pictures and ornaments, carpets and furniture: the doors she had always walked through and the windows through which
she had spied upon the world now unrolled like a carpet before her feet,
terrifyingly, by this terrifying woman. "I can't just . . . leave . . . all this!"
"Things," Miriam Bonaccor said, dismissing them.
"But my things!"
"Your housekeeper will see to them. They won't disintegrate just because
you're not here looking at them."
Why can't I just say no? Harriet moon wondered. Through the half-opened
door to the kitchen, her glance caught the twinkle of the budgerigar's goldpainted cage.
"Then . . . Bert?" she said, almost with triumph. "I can't leave him. He was
Mother's pet. She asked me to look after him."
"And your Mrs. Bohun, too?" Miriam Bonaccor surmised, implacably. "Her
too? The world is cluttered with old maids keeping such promises to corpses."
She shrugged. "You loved your mother so much?"
"No . . . I didn't." Harriet Moon said. The panic died down in her, and
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she stood up and walked to the sideboard. "1 really didn't like her at all—ever.
Nor she, me. I was just another of her things. If it had been possible, she
would have had me stuffed and mounted, I think, and nailed to the wall with
the pawa shell. Mrs. Bohun would have dusted me." She turned to Miriam
Bonaccor. "I never liked her," she said simply, "and then I hated her. I still do.
But she made me promise."
"My dear," Miriam Bonaccor said. "Your mother is dead."
The sleet scratched at the window, and in the flickering of the crumbled,
incandescent heap of coals in the fireplace the blue seas on the servery hatch
seemed to move, restlessly, against their rocks.
"Of course she is," Harriet Moon said, finally. "It's two years since she had
brains for Thursday lunch."
"I beg your pardon?"
"Nothing . . . "
"Then . . .?" Miriam Bonaccor said.
"In a moment."
Harriet Moon left the sideboard and walked over to where her handbag
himg over the back of a chair with the heavy coat she had worn on her morning
walk. When only twelve years of age, she had been commanded by a swimming teacher to dive from a low tower which, then, had seemed Kosciusko-high.
She had fidgeted and whined, pressing herself against the handrail behind her
until the shame of her classmates' urging had sent her finally, headlong, into
space above the glass-green water in which—even at that moment—she had
had time to see the hard gold shafts of sunlight slanting down into the dark;
and had been filled instantly with a wonderful exhilaration of adventure
transcending all terror. She had never felt it again until now, and her hand
trembled on the little gold elephant-clasp of her bag. Her cheque-book,
pocket-book and keys, the little chamois ring-necked bag for loose change—
everything was there, she thought, like a portmanteau packed for flight.
"In a moment," she said again.
She walked into the kitchen, slid up the door of the budgerigar's cage
and extracted him, cupping the whole of his sleek, hard little body in her
hand, famiUarly. He looked up at her, winking his eyes and working his bill,
but made no sound. Unhurriedly she turned to the gas-stove, flipped on
the largest jet, and held his head directly in its hissing flow. He wriggled
and squeaked, trying to look at her, but she held him tight. In a while, just
as the fumes were beginning to nauseate her, he wriggled no more.' He
shuddered, minutely, and relaxed against her palm.
She laid him gently on the edge of the sink. She looked at him for a
moment, and stroked his blue-green plumage.
"Poor Bert," she said, softly.
When she returned to the living room, Miriam Bonaccor stood up and looked
at her questioninglv.
"Then . . .?"
Harriet Moon took up her handbag and coat.
"I'm ready, now," she said.
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AEOLUS
I would be an evermoving troubled sea
When at even under thunder cloud
Storm winds break the fetters from the foam
And white-thighed horses high of thunder proud
Tread like earthquake the pale sand's battered breast;
Be silent and still, in sky-reflecting shimmer
Passive and receptive with waters lapping slow;
Under dark dove-plumaged mantle nightly spread
Listen to the moon's quaint melody
And bend my liquid courses to her song,
Or in my winedark body darkly blest
Bear the sacred seabirds at their rest.
DAV7D
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FOETAL STETHOSCOPE
My ear to earth receives the liquid murmur
of a generation moving in its sleep;
faintly through the metal mouthpiece issue
secrets that the building blood should keep.
Within the differentiating mass,
the uncertain image of the future swells,
while flesh repeats our sea-born heritage
in ritual patterns of dividing cells.
In these unruptured membranes, now we wait
the rhythmic journey to the light at last;
cockled in sealed caverns, our lives beat
against that dark wave rising from the past.
GRACE

PERRY
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Francy de Grys

THE NIGHT OF THE FROGS

NNE STOOD on the hospital verandah, her mind nagged by conflicting
thoughts and physical discomforts, her grey eyes blank to the immensity
of cloud, woolly and empurpled, that rolled up from the headland
beyond the dusty corrugated iron and asbestos town. The lush new green of
the recent flrst rains of the Wet, springing from red earth and old wood, was
immobilised in the heavy steel-bright air, for the sun, though menaced, still
blazed from below its midday zenith. It cut a straight line along the polished
boards and across her skirt, so that below her hips was a dazzle blurred oblong
of white punctuated twice, after a brown interval of legs, in her shoes. Above
the sunline, shadow gave back edge and fold to the uniform primly revealing
her young shape and colour to her skin and the red gold hair damply escaping
from under the white triangle of her nurse's veil. She looked cool and selfpossessed to Cecelia, seeing her from the utility as Dorman stopped it in the
road outside.
"There's Sister Berry," she said. "She's always early." Dorman looked across
at Anne and Cecelia giggled.
"What's funny about her?" he asked.
"Oh, nothing so funny, really," Cecelia said, "Only that Felix! She makes
him v\dld. He calls her a stuck-up white icy-pole. He says she must have
been born in a freezer!"
"Was she?" Dorman asked idly, walking his fingers up and down her thighs.
"What do you care, anyway?" Cecelia teased, her own brown fingers
demonstrating warmth.
"Nothing," he smiled, his fingers proving it with an intimate arabesque.
"Just being nice, answering you."
"Cheeky," Cecelia purred, then, wrinkling her face in concentration, she
thought out loud, "I don't know about her, she's nice in a kind of way, and
she's—clever, and she talks fair. But, well you know how white people are:
even when they like to be friendly they're scared how far to go."
"Not like you. Cissy," he teased. "I'm glad you're not white! What's the time?"
"Goodness! Oh heck!" she exclaimed, looking at her watch, "You'll be late!
See you at eleven thirty, don't forget."
Dorman, taking his hand away, smacked her bottom as she got out of the
utility.

A
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"You'll be too cheeky one day," she laughed, and poking her tongue at him
turned away to the hospital gate.
Anne had not noticed them, standing divided by the sunfight and her
thoughts.—How unbearably hot!—What was the matter with Dudley all of a
sudden, anyhow? Nothing was different. He must know she loved him after
all this time, for goodness sake. As if she'd be engaged to marry him if she
didn't! And sweating away up here to save money for the house they were
building: what'd he think that was, if it wasn't for love?—Damn the h e a t He ought to appreciate what she was putting up with, instead of worrying her
all the time—that letter today! Really, it wasn' fair!
Just because I don't want to marry him now, she thought resentfully.
Just rush off and catch the next plane! For heaven's sake! As if there isn't
plenty of time. Oh, this heat! I must look like an old dish-cloth. She dabbed
with her handkerchief at the perspiration prickHng the sides of her face. It'd
be bad enough if it didn't make you look such a mess.
Her thoughts ran on again, arguing over a feeling of guilt she would not
own, because it was all so untidy—why was he never satisfied to know she
loved him, that she was going to marry him, without wanting all those upsetting
physical demonstrations all the time? It wasn't reasonable—and now writing
like that, all melodramatic, "answer me yes or no, I can't wait any longer."
It had all been agreed, and here it was only six weeks, not even half the six
months!
She lifted her veil to mop at her neck, quickly hiding the under-knowledge
of the relief she had found in that agreement for her to spend six months up
North—to save for their house. It had been like a reprieve.—How ridiculous
it was to have to wear a veil in this climate!—It wasn't because she didn't love
him, of course not. No. She just didn't want to marry him yet.
Oh, well! Damn it! she raged to herself in exasperation, and damn the
heat, and damn the sandflies and damn Dudley—and damn Felix, she added
furiously, suddenly conscious of him behind the long screened windows of the
men's ward along the verandah. Lazy, cheeky half-caste with his bold eyes!
A half-caste! she scorned to herself, and was at once ashamed and guilty
again, arguing back. What's his colour got to do with it? If he's cheeky it's your
own fault for letting him upset you. And how can you—as if it matters to you
what he says or does, or how he looks! Thinking about him all the time, for
Pete's sake! It ought to be Dudley—why isn't it Dudley? she cried to herself,
"Why isn't it?"
Felix of all people, the stupid, irresponsible creature! He knows he's not
to walk on that leg—showing off! He thinks he impresses every female in the
world, I suppose with his beautiful muscles! If I was Matron I'd insist he
wear more than those little short pyjama pants: they're not decent. She turned
her head stifHy so that her veil hid her face from the men's ward. It's just too
hot—and tonight I'll have to do his dressing and give his injection myself. I
hate it. I hate the way he flaunts himself at me, so politely, mocking me. Why
did Smithers have to be sent down on escort from my duty?
She straightened the belt of her unfform, it's starch already wilting, and
stared at the gathering clouds that seemed to press the air down closer and
hotter, spreading and flattening the sound of Felix's transistor against the sunsilenced, storm-vivid earth.
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"Good afternoon. Sister," Cecelia's soft, polite voice startled her.
"OhI Oh, good afternon, Cecelia." She made an effort not to sound unfriendly
as she felt. "You're early."
"My boy friend has to start work at three o'clock, so it's better than walking
to come early with him." Her black eyes were bright and guileless, a little tiptilted, chinese-wise, under the fine brows in her smooth brown face, and her lips,
discreetly reddened in their ambiguous fullness, smiled politely. She stood
there small and dainty in her neat yellow uniform that, crisp and creaseless, was
nipped closely to her tiny waist by its stiff belt. Tlie sunlight, ruling its sharp
line across her figure also, somehow left her undivided, merely emphasizing
her brown coolness.
Anne, dabbing again at her face and neck, felt more than ever conscious of
her discomfort seeing Cecelia like a flower of freshness in the stifling heat,
cool and relaxed against the leering, violent colours of new green, earth and
cloud. To be at such a disadvantage beside a bit of a half-caste girl—and
Felix smirking from behind the window screens! Her resentment burned doubly
in awareness of its unreason.
"I hate your beastly country, Cecelia," she said, trying to smile away the
petulance of the words.
Cecelia's smile widened sweetly over her small white teeth. "They said in
the shop that there's a cyclone making up."
"I just need a cyclone!" Anne snapped, then, struggling against the absurdity
of anger, made another effort to reach out of herself: "How far away, did
they say?"
"Long way, I think," Cecelia soothed, "Maybe out to sea, long way out."
"Can't be long enough," Anne said. "Maybe we'll just get another big rain."
She stepped back, the sun line falling clean as a knife edge from hip to foot,
and Cecelia turned with her.
"Oh, yes, big rain coming all right," she said brightly, seemingly unconcerned, opening the door for Anne.
"We're on by ourselves," Anne said, "Nurse Smithers is escorting Mrs. Bailey
to Perth and Matron didn't want to change the roster since we're not busy."
"Poor Mrs. Bailey," Cecelia clucked sympathetically. "She'll be all right after
she has the operation though, won't she?"
"Yes," Anne said, and went into the duty office to take the report from the
Sister going off.
Later, when she went into the women's ward, her entry stilled a bright
chatter among the two coloured patients, their visitors and Cecelia, who was
tidying the beds. They all fell at once into a serious politeness of soft goodafternoons, affirmations of health and comments on the coming storm, their eyes
quiet and innocent, their mouths circumspect, and as she talked to them she
was conscious of the careful pleasantness that guarded her own. The bright
laughing talk welled up again behind her as she went out, hurting her with
her own inadequacy.
If it wasn't so hot—if I didn't itch so from the beastly sandflies, she thought
perhaps I wouldn't feel so stupid. I can't stand the way they laugh and talk
so much together and stop when I come in and start again when I go out.
They make me sick! But it was herself; she felt clumsy and unsure of herself.
Cecelia had been sent to do the 'nappy round', to make the babies and
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toddlers ready for tea. In the six weeks Anne had been at the Hospital there
had never been any noticeable change in the number of brown babies and
toddlers; as fast as one went home another came in to take its place. She went
off to do the late dressings; not many; besides the babies there were only two
women, two old men and a boy—and Felix. Felix's dressing and injection
wasn't due until evening. She was dreading it,
I hate the conceited smart-alec, she thought desperately, only to restart her
inner argument. She sighed.
Felix's body was a beautiful dark poem of muscle and bone that her own
understood instinctively but her mind refused in a confusion of guilt. She was
unnecessarily meticulous to avoid touching his skin when she changed his
dressing or gave his injection, and knew that he knew it. He was always polite
and co-operative, but his black eyes mocked her and he taunted her subtly
with the grace of his body as he moved, deliberately tangling her in her own
uncertainties.
Perhaps, she thought, the rain will come and it will be cool this evening.
If it wasn't so hot and I could be cool, perhaps J wouldn't feel at such a disadvantage. If I could only think of something to say that would make him
talk, instead of that yes-sister, no-sister, laughing at me behind his careful face!
Why do I care—why do I care what he does? She tried to think of Dudley but
he seemed too unreal and far away.
By the time she had finished her dressings the sun had gone and the lights
were switched on against the strange, unreal darkness: only the flaring green
of the new growth seemed to light the outside world, eerily under the pressing
shadow of tumultuous cloud. Fans whirred in the wards and in the duty office
and voices fell with heavy, separated sounds into the quiet. Perspiration
gathered along her lip and cheeks and threaded her body to collect under her
damp belt. The sandfly bites on her legs itched intolerably.
Ceceha trotted up and down about her duties, crooning to the babies,
gossiping to the women, laughing with the old men and joking with Felix!
Anne could find no fault with her work; it was something intangible that made
her suspicious and resentful—that impervious politeness—that eternal cheerfulness! It couldn't be real. It made her feel herself unreal, unreasonable: it
infuriated her, that, and Cecelia's cool neatness, as if she was even impervious
to the weather!
Cecelia was left in charge of the wards while she sat alone to her uninteresting evening meal. She's sitting on Felix's bed, she thought, smoking and talking and laughing, but when I go back everything will be exactly so and she'll
be m the duty office, politely waiting to go off for supper. What do they find
to talk about, and always so funny? They're always laughing—Oh! Damn the
lot of them! She jabbed at the cold meat on her plate, scowling at herself
hatmg the jealousy she could not admit, and tried again to think of Dudlev'
but could not even recall his face.
Outside a frog croaked by the rain-water tank, another answered then
another and another, their voices loud and rasping in the unmoving darkness
Her veil hung by its pin from the back of her chair and her hair curled damnlv
away from her face where she had pushed it for coolness. The maids laughed
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and talked softly together in the kitchen alongside the dining room, as they
washed the last of the dishes from the patients' tea.
As suddenly as they had begun the frogs stopped croaking. A quick rush
of cool rain-smelling air rattled at the louvres and sent a crisp rustling of dry
leaves along the red earth paths outside. It was like magic. It prickled on
her damp skin, enlivening, renewing. She shook back her head and lifted her
arms greedily into the coolness: It was as if she reached into a flood of optimism.
The first blaze of lightning stabbed across the louvres and jangled the phone
on the wall and almost in a breath its thunder cracked across the sky so that
the roof rattled. She sprang up as the rain began, snapping the louvres shut,
calling to the kitchen girls to help, then, not stopping to put on her veil, ran
out along the ramp to the wards.
Cecelia was already struggling with the long verandah shutters, but she was
too small to manage them easily.
"You run along and close the nursery louvres," Anne called to her above
the roar of rain and thunder. "I'll fix these. See the babies' cots are all away
from the louvred walls." She began pulling out the shutter props, wrestling
against the wind to fit the bolts down.
Unheard in the wet tumult Felix limped out onto the verandah and began
putting shutters down.
"Felix!" Anne cried, seeing him suddenly there, "You should be on your
bed. Go back to bed."
"I'm all right," he yelled back with a gleam of white teeth. "But you watch
out! These shutters aren't easy to bolt down."
"No," she laughed, released into the storm's excitement as a gust of wind
caught the one she was closing, wrenching it away and catching her with a
shower of spray from the rain bouncing off the one already closed beside it.
"I told you," he said, catching it. "Let me do it."
"All right. But it doesn't matter now: I'm wet anyway."
Laughing, they put down the last shutter. A blinding flash of lightning lit
every crack and open space with blue-white light, isolating each spear of falling
rain in sparkling clarity, the dancing pockmarks on the muddy stream swirling
along the path below the verandah and the shining hemispheres of water drops
that jewelled the polished boards under the latticed edge below the shutters.
There was a sharp click from the switchboard in the duty office a split second
before the buflding rocked under the thunder.
"That was a close one," Felix laughed, shouting above the noise.
Anne laughed, too. "I hope it was the closest."
"Me too."
"I'd never have got them down without you, Felix, but you'd better get
back to bed again—you're not supposed to be up, you know. I'm going to see
how the babies are."
"I might be frightened by myself," Felix teased. "I might cry, too."
They burst out laughing together. Everything was wonderfully easy, cool
and exhilarating.
Cecelia was soothing little three year old Edward. "He's frightened of the
thunder," she explained, rocking him. The others slept on undisturbed and
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Anne covered them against the sudden cold air prickling across their dark little
^°At night she always felt tenderly of them-sleeping buds with brown petals
curled in tight against the loneliness of white s h e e t s - b u t by day she found
tenderness more difficult, self-consciously distracted by their unsightly clamou.
For whfle she was distracted by their noi.se, the mess of their untramed
demands, their endless homesickness for their mothers arms and casually generous breasts, she was even more distracted by her own failure n
love. But now, suddenly in the raging whirl of storm, she felt not only
released again into tenderness, but into living, as if the storm that seemed to
threaten it, magically dissolved all the barriers of self criticism, allowng failure
and imperfection a proper place. She looked at Cecelia from the last cot and
there was no resentment.
TT
j
"You're wonderful with the babies, Cecelia—look at Edward now. How do
you d o it?"

"TT7V

J

Cecelia rubbed her smooth face against Edward's hair, surprised. What do
you mean?" she asked "I don't do anything, just love them, that's all."
Anne stood looking at her, stfll cool and daintv, cuddling the contented
Edward in her arms, his legs dangling like thin black sticks against her crisp
yellow skirt, and his great lashes like brushes against his own thin cheeks.
Her admiration came out quite loudly, because of the rain, "But you look so
nice! You always do. Why don't you get in a mess when you nurse them?"
"I don't know," Cecelia said slowly, curiously, surprise jolting her politeness.
"I never thought about it." She went on rocking Edward and thinking, because
she went on after a moment, "I suppose it does make you untidy: my uniform
is always messed up at the end of the day so I have to wash it."
"Mine gets like that anyway," Anne persisted. "I hate getting messed up.
Don't you?"
Cecelia giggled into Edward's hair, so that Anne felt a sudden stab of
mortffication, ashamed of her impulsiveness.
"What are you laughing about?" she asked, self-distrust sharpening her voice.
"Oh, Sister, nothing," Ceceha giggled again. "You just made me think of my
boy friend." Anne's momentary suspicion dissolved.
"Why?" she asked. "Is he fussy about being tidy?"
"That's just about it," Cecelia said, "We get all dressed up to go out, and
then Dorman feels loving—you know. So we always come home looking awful,
as if we never had ironed clothes or combed our hair or anything properly."
"Don't you mind?" Anne wondered, waiting for the answer while some part
of herself stood a long way off outside the rain, incredulous.
"Well," Cecelia began slowly, her dark eyes, even in the dimmed nursery
light, sparkling with memoried excitement, "I might, only—well, loving's more
fun, isn't it?"
Anne laughed. Cecelia's happy honesty delighted her own, freed there in
the storm.
It had moved away a little, leaving the roar of rain on room and earth louder
than thunder or wind, but suddenly reasserted itself: the hghtning flash created
such terrible, momentary clarity that the crashing thunder was almost relief in
the confusion of its noise. They both started involuntarily, moving closer
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together. Two of the babies stirred without wakening, but Denis, the newest
addition, sat up crying. Anne bent to soothe him, trying to recover him with
the blanket, but he lifted thin arms to her and his little black chinese eyes
squinted on tears as he raised his brown triangular face to hers. She gathered
him up with a strange unreserved loving that was wonderful and new to her,
and Denis buried his face in her shoulder, clutching his arms tightly round
her neck. She held him close and safe without thought for the coflar of her
unfform or remembering that her vefl still hung over the chair in the dining
room.
"There Denny," she crooned, "don't cry, don't cry."
Cecelia, close behind her as the second lightning flash came, caught at
Anne's arm with her free hand as thunder bouldered down over them again.
"I'm scared. I hate thunder," she shivered.
"Silly," Anne said happily, "If you're still there after the lightning you're
all right."
"You aren't frightened, are you?" Cecelia said admiringly.
"I try not to let it show, anyway," Anne said.
"No," Cecelia said, still close, so that Denis and Edward were pressed
together, "You aren't scared like me. That must be wonderful."
"That's not true," Anne said. "I'm afraid—onlv in a different way—maybe
of different things, that's all."
Lightning came again and Cecelia cowered. "You run on in to the wards,"
Anne said, pushing her away gently. "Take Edward with you. Someone may
need you in there, too. I'll mind the babies 'tfl it's quieter."
Cecelia went quickly, as if the thunder that came was a beast at her heels,
and Anne smfled, rocking Denis.
The storm seemed directly overhead. She had not told the truth entirely.
With her mind she was not afraid of it, but somewhere deeper apprehension
quickened in her, and at the same time she v/as aware that the warm little
body of Denis, in his trust and need, was comfort against it. The rain was
a deafening roar between the thunderclaps and she wondered how the other
little ones could sleep so peacefully through it. She walked with Denis along
the row of cots, shivering a little in the unaccustomed coolness, and stood at
the end one lost in a secret enclosure of storm and tenderness.
Suddenly a voice spoke beside her, loud against the elements, "You all
right. Sister?"
She started. She hadn't heard anyone come out. She looked up and her
eyes, unguarded and vulnerable, met those of Felix. Large and dark and
unprepared, they were startled by her surprise into a nakedness as revealing
as her own. They stood a moment, utterly defenceless, revealed to each other
in the blaze of light; a second, eternity; in the space of the lightning flash
revelation burned in the meeting of their eyes so that their bodies were
forever consumed together in the flame. Between the flash and the following
violence of sound, lay a suspended, breathless age of immobility, but with
the thunder accepted normality resumed, and their eyes sought any pretence
but the truth in each other's.
Felix said nothing. Anne swallowed, and putting her head down to Denis's
to hide her mouth, said at last, "Yes, thank you, Felix." It sounded almost as
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usual; impersonal, politely friendly, and he might imagine that only Denis s
hair made the difference.
"You look different," he said slowly. "You've got rain in your hair.
She lifted her head and shook it and said carefully, "You should not be
walking about, Felix. I'm all right—do go back to bed." This time she almost
looked at him but her eyes were careful, too, and when he still stood there
she unclasped Denis's hands from her neck. "Take Denis with you—hes
frightened—whfle I get the things for your dressing. Your injection is hours
overdue now, too."
Denis pulled his hands away, clinging to her. "Oh, Denis," she cried with a
tremble in her voice for the look of Felix, "Don't cry, Denny." She kissed his
little brown face, "Go to Felix, love. Felix vfill look after you."
Felix took him. "Yes, come on Denny boy, come with me." He cradled him
in his arms, jokingly, up under his chin and kissed him and pretended to eat
him, so that Denis wriggled and laughed and Felix's face was hidden as he
limped back into the bright light inside.
Anne did not make her dressing tray ready at once. She got her veil and
after she had freshened her lipstick and powdered her face, she combed the
rain out of her haii-, slowly and deliberately, before pinning it on again exact
and neat. But she avoided her own eyes in the mirror because it was no
armour against herself.
When she did Felix's dressing she touched his skin no more than she had
ever done, but she touched it differently, and when he turned for her to
give the injection into his buttock, he did so gravely; there was neither
mockery nor distrust,, only a sti-ange quiet between them.
It rained for a long time after the storm had gone, but it had stopped when
the night staff came on and the frogs had begun. From one, then a dozen
to hundreds, thousands, their voices took over the night, swelling in the moveless, steamy air, drowning the gurgle and drip of water, becoming all the wide,
monotonous, pulsing weight of darkness and blood.
When her duty was finished at last, she walked along the verandah to the
steps at the end past the men's ward, that led down to the path to the nurses'
quarters. She walked slowly and softly but was suddenly caught, suspended
in the sound of the frogs, on a sound below it, breathless, her heart beating as
if it would overwhelm all the frogs of the world croaking.
"Aren't you asleep, Felix?" she asked at last, whispering into the dark,
sickened by her shameless blood but compelled to know.
"No," his voice was slow on the other side of the screen. "1 can't."
"You must," she said after a moment.
"Wfll you?" he asked.
"I must, too," she said. "Goodnight, Felix."
"Goodnight, Sister," he said softly.
She ran the rest of the way along the verandah and down the steps splashmg into the water on the muddy path, pushing against the sound of the frogs
Safe m her room she sat on the bed and stared out unseeing, into the loud wet
night: there were no tears for her crying, only her heart drumming with the
frogs.
A long time later she switched on the light and began writing to Dudlev
the letter he would never know as his undoing, ". . . yes . . . tomorrow or the
next day, just as soon as Matron can let me go . ."
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Patricia Hackett as I Knew Pier
by
K. K Y F F I N THOMAS

THINK I must have been one of Patricia Hackett's earliest acquaintances,
her near relatives excepted. I was introduced to her in London in 1909,
when her father and mine were fellow delegates to the First Imperial Press
Conference. My diary records "Mrs. Hackett took me to see her lovely
children". This meeting was, of course, more my pleasure than hers,
for Patricia was only one year old.
After leaving school Patricia went to London where she took her
degree in law and was called to the Bar at the Inner Temple. It was
as a practising lawyer in Adelaide that I met her again and came to know
her well. She had many gifts: a lovely speaking voice, a keen legal mind
and a great love for poetry and drama.
Having settled down with her family in Adelaide and entered into a
legal partnership, Patricia's thoughts turned towards the amateur theatre and
she was soon taking a number of parts with the Repertory Players and
gaining valuable experience. A high-light during this period was in 1932
when, at very short notice, Patricia deputised for her mother at the opening
of the Winthrop Hall at the University of Western Australia. Reference is
made in the editorial of this issue to the oration she delivered on this great
occasion.
In 1934 Patricia decided to acquire her own theatre and a basement
in an Adelaide building was soon transformed for this purpose with a
low wide stage, a sloping floor, and comfortable chairs for 150 people.
She named it "The Torch". For two seasons she produced a formidable list
of plays, usually taking the leading role herself. The first production was
Salome, which startled her audience somewhat. This was followed by
Medea, Beaux Stratagem, The Giaconda Smile, Caprice, The Circle of Chalk,
The Virgin Unmasked, Homage to the Unknown, and an adaptation from the
Song of Solomon.

Her team of players, though varying from time to time, was trained
and moulded, often from raw material, into good and reliable performers.
She allowed no prompting and insisted on many rehearsals. The sets were
always correct in period and nothing slipshod was tolerated. Patricia s
memory was amazing. I remember her going for a short weekend to her
cottage in the hills in order to learn the name part of Gilbert Murray's
translation of Medea. She returned word-perfect not only in her own part
but in aU other parts as weU. In fact, one could not help thinking that
acting and play production should have been her Hfe's work. Her talents
were almost too widespread.
After eight productions in two years, a visit to England in 1936 brought
this first Torch Theatre to an end. Some months after her return from
England, Patricia Hackett was invited to do some legal work at Tulagi
in the Solomon Islands. She fell in love with these Islands and wrote a
number of poems deaUng with their beauty and their people. For several
years she spent some months at Tulagi, but the entry of Japan into the war
forced the evacuation of British women and the end of these happy visits.
On her return from the Solomons, Patricia offered her services to the
Army but women lawyers were not acceptable. She then joined up as a
munitions worker—a very heavy and inappropriate occupation for one of
her intellectual gifts—but her health proved unequal to the strain. The
theatre called her again before the war was over. Patricia joined the
University Theatre Guild and was soon producing and acting in "The
Hut" in the University grounds. As well as taking many parts in straight
plays, she experimented with Joanne Priest in performances of voice and
ballet, with musical accompaniments, which were particularly charming.
During these years her interests were divided between her legal practice and
the theatre, and her talents in both directions reached a high plane.
The Torch Theatre came to life again in 1952, this time in the basement under her own home in an Adelaide suburb. With an entrance made
from the side of the house, the stage set, the floor covered with tan,
aboriginal designs painted on recesses of the walls, dressing-rooms fixed,
the chairs at the back placed high, an intimate—and unique—little theatre
seating fifty people resulted. One of its special features was the excellent
stage lighting. There was also a foyer and ambulatory. It gave its membership more than fuU value—and it gave many young people an education in
dramatic work and an apportunity to develop their talents under meticulous
direction. About a dozen full plays and some poetry recitals, all running for
four or five nights and one matinee, were produced over several years, until
the insistent effort involved became too great a strain on its owner. The
Torch was revived for a final programme presented at the ^rst Adelaide
Festival of Arts in 1960.
One could not complete a picture of Patricia Hackett without referring
to her love and understanding of children. For many years a Saturday
seldom passed without a flock of them going to the house where she
entertained and deUghted them—often in the theatre when the children

themselves provided the entertainment with their performances. All children loved her and learned a great deal from her without being aware of it.
Patricia Hackett died suddenly in August, 1963, after some years of
ill-health. She had a great number of talents and a special beauty of her own.
She was very kind and generous to her friends but, except for a selected
few, did not seek them. Her intellectual standards were high but not always
appreciated or understood. Perhaps that is why the spontaneous affection
she evoked from children gave her more happiness than she could find in
adult spheres. It is good to know that the prize given in her name is for
the encouragement of creative writing. That would have pleased her, for
she was a poet at heart.

Canticle for Patricia
by
M I L D R E D MOCATTA

ATRICIA HACKETT was born of an old country and a new—Ireland
and Australia
Her Father's family had lived in Ireland for over 700 years, her Mother's,
the Drake Brockmans and the Bussells were amongst the earhest pioneers
of W.A.
With such an inheritance something vital, even explosive, might
be expected to emerge, and in her it certainly did, for she had a most unusual personality.
She had a driving force and physical energy that astonished. Whatever
engaged her attention engaged it exclusively for a time, but not permanently.
The Law did not really suit her as a profession. She enjoyed and
excelled in a battle of wits, but humdrum office work—no! In particular
she disliked divorce work and would spend hours persuading clients to
resolve their differences—more often than not unsuccessfully. Her partners
complained that her fees were ludicrously low, but she could not be prevailed upon to change them. She preferred to forego them, and frequently
did.
Her taste in art was catholic and sound; she loved all beautiful things;
a picture, a flower, a piece of glass or china, a view from a window, a tree
in the park opposite her home, a child at play, a poem, good prose, a fine
statue, music, dancing.
She loved poetry, but to me the poetry she most enjoyed was dated—
Swinburne, for example. She refused to identify herself with the modern
idiom. When she wrote verse it was to please herself, she did not consider
her efforts of any value. She wrote prose in a sort of flowing, flowery style;
dreamy stuff, unrealistic, fuU of phantasy, quite unsuited to today's demand.
Her renderings of aboriginal legends in dramatic verse were to my mind

much better from a literary point of view—she did many of these and
produced some of them in her theatre.
She did consider herself a good actress and a good producer, which
I imagine few will gainsay—and yet she could never have made the stage
her Ufe. The repetitiveness of a successful play would have bored her,
doing the same part over and over lost its glamour for her, she would have
dubbed it "dull", and of all things she abhorred, it was the dull and the
commonplace. She loved to essay a new production—to immerse herself
in its history, to study the costumes, to put herself in complete rapport
with the players and the parts they played. She preferred to produce period
rather than modern plays for these reasons. She herself made practically all
the costumes from bits and pieces, using the same materials again and again,
and her effective sets, if seen from backstage often appeared preposterous.
H. Stafford Northcote, sometime dramatic critic for The Advertiser,
reviewing a production in the Torch Theatre in the International Theatre
Annual of 1959-60, wrote:
This play was presented in the tiny underground Torch Theatre of
Miss Patricia Hackett, whose work for intimate theatre Adelaide has
not yet had the grace to appreciate. Miss Hackett has staged the type
of play which might not be considered good box office even for
amateur theatre, but which has given amateurs invaluable experience.
In this AustraUan equivalent of the Kammertheatre no prompt
is permitted, and the players are almost at one with the audience of
forty-five in plays such as Lord of the Three Worlds, The Beautiful One,
Medea, Thieves' Carnival and The Old Ladies.
Elsewhere, he refers to her production of Tobacco Road as "a near
masterpiece'! Her last production was a series of Legends done as a fringe
entertainment during the first Adelaide Festival of Arts in 1960. It was a
fitting farewell to the little Theatre, and exemplified all the best that had
been produced there.
The advent of the war brought added duties and a heavy overload of
worry to Patricia. Firstly she lost her beloved island of M'Bangai. This was
an island of three acres in the harbour of Tulagi in the British Solomons
which she leased for ninety-nine years, after she had taken out a practising
law certificate in Fiji, the first woman lawyer to appear upon that Register.
For four years she spent three to four months in Tulagi each year, but was
evacuated after Pearl Harbour. Today her island is a Japanese Cemetry.
Secondly her sister Verna's children Jeremy, aged six, Belinda, five,
and PrisciUa, two,were sent to Australia for safety and put under Patricia's
care. They were in Australia from November 1939 to October 1945. A
heavy responsibility—other people's offspring! In order to accommodate
them, a home had to be purchased, and it was at this stage that 69 Hackney
Road, St. Peters, was acquired. It was an old disused house in a frightful
state of dilapidation, previously used as the family residence of the owners
of an adjacent distillery. Below the house were a large number of cellars
which had been used for storage of wines, and was practically a replica of

the house above. It took a vast amount of energy and discernment to
convert it into a livable home in the war years.
Things were further complicated by the development of an acute
attack of arthritis in Patricia's right knee, which necessitated the use oi a
spHnt for many months—anybody else would have been confined to the
house, but not so Patricia. She carried on, plus splint. Recovered, she joined
up as a munitions worker. As was to be expected, her knee flared up again
under the strain of Hfting cases of cordite, and she was discharged unfit.
For the rest of her life she was to suffer from attacks of arthritis, other joints
becoming involved, often crippflng her for months—it was a wonder she
carried on at all. Eventually she developed heart trouble. The misery and
pain defeated her—she fought a losing battle with immense fortitude and
died in minutes on 18th August, 1963.
Her collection of valuable antique Chinese costumes has been given
to the Adelaide Museum and will bear her name, and a large proportion,
over 200, of her collection of plays has been given to the Barr Smith Library
at the Adelaide University and to the new University at Bedford Park;
the bookplate, too, will bear her name.

The Torch Theatre at 69 PPacknej Rd.

b
H E D L E Y CULLEN

HE second Torch Theatre, at 69 Hackney Road, Adelaide, had many
unique qualities. It presented problems and conferred advantages rarely
encountered in one theatre. The old graceful house shared by Miss Patricia
Hackett and Dr. Mildred Mocatta was set in a delightful garden which
helped to provide the necessary aesthetic preparation for the patrons of the
Torch. At interval, patrons could walk among the trees on expansive lawns
giving it a Glyndebourne touch.
Under the house was a maze of cool vaulted cellars, which provided all
the faciUties for the establishment of a smaU theatre. There were storage
rooms for costumes and properties, dressing rooms, a workshop and foyer.
In the workshop, I remember storing my lamps and gelatines in racks
marked "Port", "ChabUs", "Sauterne" and so on. In the corner was a small
round sink which had been associated with wine-tasting in the early days
of the Colony.
The theatre occupied an old wine-cellar, which had an ambulatory
providing a four feet wide passage around the acting area and auditorium.
This was very convenient for getting about unobtrusively, but also kept
the technician on the lighting-board and the stage-manager blissfully
ignorant of what was actually happening on stage. After making a lighting
change all one could do was to back-track and take a peep through the
side-entrance, or, if there was time, make a dash along the side passage and
have a look from the back of the auditorium. However, one got used to
this and few mistakes were made. Lamps and filters could very easily be
changed between acts as they were all low enough to be reached by standing
on a small stool!
Without the dressing rooms, the theatre and auditorium had an
internal dimension of forty-eight feet by fourteen feet. The stage behind
the curtain was fourteen feet square and a further seven feet was used

in front of the curtain arch. I hesitate to use the term proscenium arch
as it gives a wrong impression, for the width of the auditorium was the
same as the stage. The height of the stage ceihng was about eight feet.
It was not possible to use flats or a box-set in the conventional way as the
floor of the stage was earth covered with tan-bark and allowed no flat
surface to which anything could be nailed or screwed.
From a technician's point of view, the stage was fiendish to Ught.
However, when the problems had been mastered, the results were gratifying.
The ceiling of the stage was the floor of the house and the joists were made
use of as battens on which to wire the lighting. There were only about three
circuits on the general fighting, but this was sufficient as the fight was so
close to the actors that nothing was wasted. Half-a-dozen baby spots were
tucked away in odd places and the board had one dimmer which could be
bridged into any of the circuits.
As far as I can recall, no recorded music was ever used. Sound effects
were created manually and if music was required, it was supplied by
musicians in the wings or on stage. I also recafl that the basement area with
its attendant dampness had a disastrous effect on the tune of stringed
instruments. Not that they were permitted to be played out of tune! Miss
Hackett's perfectionist nature would have rebelled at this. Another interesting thing that I recall was that the use of a prompt was never permitted.
If an actor got himself into a mess he had to get himself out of it.
The contact between actor and audience in the Torch was almost
complete, and yet there was not the distraction of seeing the audience on
the other side, which always mars my enjoyment of "theatre in the round".
The acting area was not raised and came straight out into the auditorium
for seven feet. It was spread with tan-bark, as was the auditorium, and the
only demarcation was a thickish rope on the ground just in front of the
audience. The smaU audience of forty-five was tiered in comfortable steamer
chairs with a single aisle in the centre, which often served as an entrance
for the players. As the patrons were never more than thirty feet away and
those in the front row only six feet away, one can realize the degree of
intimacy that was achieved.
In the execution and conception of properties and scenery, 1 have
rarely encountered any one as dexterous and tasteful as Miss Hackett. She
designed and painted each piece so that the illusion was perfect to the closest
member of the audience and yet, to the players, it looked far from perfect.
I think all who worked with her were fascinated to see her create regalia and
period costumes from the most unlikely looking objects. She also had a
wonderful collection of authentic period costumes and the Chinese collection
was worthy of preservation in a museum or gallery.
Yes, the second Torch Theatre has many rich memories for myself and
my wife. We worked both on the stage and back-stage with Miss Hackett
and came to know her kind and generous nature. We remember the many
pleasant social evenings in the large upstairs drawing room with the lady

herself as the gracious hostess in flowing black lace, the magnificent collection of paintings which surrounded us as we sat around the log fire,
the hot soup served during the interval during the winter plays, the
rather exciting musty smell of tan-bark and make-up in the coolness of the
cellar during summer. Most of us complained when it got too stuffy in
summer and when our rheumatism and goose-pimples worried us during
the winter, but we wouldn't have missed it for anything. Surely, all our
lives must be a little richer for having been associated with her in such
productions as: The Motherly and Auspicious (Opening production in Feb.,
1952); A Phoenix Too Frequent, The Sons of David, The Giaconda Smile, Spring
in Laos, Medea, Lord of Three Worlds, The Old lutdtes, Tobacco Road, And So
to Bed, to name just a few. Thank you. Miss Hackett.

The Poetry of Patricia Hackett
bj
EARLE H A C K E T T

N 1938 Patricia Hackett published These Little Things, a volume of fortyone poems. It was illustrated by Rex Wood and published by Hunkin,
ElHs & King, Adelaide. She wrote later poetry but it remained in manuscript and was almost all destroyed by her a few years before her death.
The contents of the 1938 volume were written in the 30's, partly in Adelaide
and later in the Solomon Islands.
The poems are generally lightweight as her title indicates, but the
recurrent themes and images are dark:
My strength, my body and my mind,
My living self my dying soul I'd give
For one strange dream.
Death, sleeplessness, guilt, false rehgion, flight from identity, and
spiritual splitting-in-two must have preoccupied her again and again, and
she jotted on these, commonly with a feminine irritation, but sometimes
with a fury and disdain which lifts the lines above the trivial:
Get on! And leave your meddfing with my thought.
The sane, strong earth will hold me safe from you.
Futile, silly struggle . . . Yes I'm coming.
For most years of my life you've been so near
We might as well live out the rest together.
Hurry!
Can't you see I must be turning round
And round and round and round and round!
With now and then a mighty upward spring,
A clap of hands, a thrilling scream to God—
Watch! Watch my brilhant ceaseless perfect spin

Encompassing your puny little world!
Round and round, regardless of all things
Save that I must gyrate until I find
That very pinpoint where my toes first touched.
That bit of earth that holds the maypole stick.
Patricia's essential and lovable quality, which drew some people very
close to her, was intelligent compassion. At times, this made her fiercely
indignant; and fierce indignation, in the classic way, tears the heart. It was
reflected in her writing. She had a throw-away talent with words, so common
among the Irish, but Hke many of them she hadn't learned her trade as a
poet. What she sang was often not well made. Sometimes her undisciplined
nature snatched an image or phrase which was a straight echo from some
half-remembered piece by Keats or Shakespeare in a school anthology. Yet
her effortless description of a frangipani growing on her small island in
the Solomons has a perfect Celtic simplicity:
Silver its body, and twisted.
But the branches oddly straight
And at the end in clusters
Flowers of formal beauty
Built of snow and velvet
With golden hearts to hold their heavy scent.
A poem on the island, M'bangai, reads like a translation from a lost language, and when the Japanese invasion later drove her away with minutes
to spare, she never saw it again. Nostalgia for M'bangai pervaded the rest
of her life. M'bangai was escape, peace, innocence:
That time when the heat of the sun is dead.
Though its warmth yet hangs on the lifeless air;
When the tall shm palms stand still
With no wind's breath to stir their graceful leaves;
When the sea is like fluid steel
And the blue fish jump in its clear green edge;
Then is the island of M'bangai utterly lovely,
And possession of it, peace.
She hked to personify natural growing or moving things such as trees,
water, the wind, or the moon. In a curious image she sometimes used they
were personified as her rivals in the pursuit of a lover who was 'sleep' or
'peace-of-mind', who rejected her in favour of them:
Ah! Let me be thy despot of this night.
Just tiU the stars have lost their fading light;
Leave her this once and steal away to me.
For that short space I may seem fair as she.

Here "she" was a mystic love with eyes that shine and laugh hke water,
or with hands hke flowers. At other times these nature objects were the
victims of an injustice, of a kind of miscarriage. Her poem 'The Aspen'
is of this kind:
To make a cross, they took of me,
I couldn't stop them, 1 couldn't stop them.
They killed the Man from GaUlee,
I couldn't stop them.
They nailed his hands to my tortured bough.
They tore his side, they mocked his brow,
I couldn't stop them.
But the Lord God's anger turned to me.
"Miserable, evil aspen tree.
My Son was crucified on thee."
If her poems had been written in Europe before the turn of the century
they would have been remarkable. Considering that she was writing in
Adelaide thirty or forty years later, one can claim quite objectively that the
achievement is still praiseworthy when allowance is made for the stage
reached in the cultural receptivity of her surroundings.
Death has placed within my hand, a rose
And beckons me;
And I would follow where his shadow goes
From misery.
The moon that was my lonely love is dead
And left no mark;
Slowly she turned away her silver head
Spreading this dark.
I sought forgetfulness with men, sought
To cover pain;
But swift in memory came the moon's white thought
And high disdain.
There is no word, no music and no thing
Of deep belief;
N o drug from which you wake can ever bring
Complete relief.
So Death, I'll keep your rose and very soon
I'll bring it back.
And you shall drown the memory of the moon,
Her silver in your black.

CLIFFS OF FALL
My body I abuse and make the whetstone of my mind
To sharpen thereupon those intellectual knives
That carve the muscle from the bone, sever the strong sinew.
Dismembering the mastered flesh where all fruition lies
To leave the body bare and stony set
Aside a whittled stick, a broken pot
Crumbled to a hill of dust, never wet
Where golden grain dry ever may and rot.
DAVID
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LEGACY
My grandfather painted dreams
and portraits of the sea.
Sometimes (to eat)
he painted houses and fences
for people
who could not understand his art
. . . said he.
Later he travelled south
and brought back a foreign wife.
He then conceived five children
and died,
leaving her to provide
the necessities
of life.
She found him in the attic
one Sunday afternoon
(moving like the pendulum of a clock
between two slanted beams of sun)
and called the oldest boy
to help her
cut him down.
Afterwards they prayed
beside his body
and praised the Lord.
"Thy will be done."
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The rest is briefly told:
With his departure, her dreams
began to fade
like the paint
on his unvarnished paintings.
She worked, ate and slept,
the children grew, matured
and left.
She aged, suffered a heart attack
and died
sixty years old
in a narrow bed
—alone—.
But I have seen his paintings
and inherited their dreams.
IRENE
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S. M. Wadham

THE NORTHERN MYTH

Half a century ago the late Professor Griffith
Taylor published critical papers on Australia's
potential for fanning development. He wrote
at a time when the success of federation and
the improving economic situation of the first
decade had encouraged a spirit of optimism in
the minds of many people. His views made him
unpopular—debunkers are never popular at a
time of mounting enthusiasm!
The circumstances of the present decade are
somewhat similar. The slow-moving agricultural
revolution which has been taking place in southern Australia has led to a large increase in the
carrying capacity of millions of acres in the
better rainfall zones; it has also increased wheat
yields. The results of scientific research have
made it profitable to turn some "desert" country
into sound grazing land: they have overcome
many livestock problems and controlled the
rabbit. Several new crops are now possible in
appropriate areas—safflower being the most
obvious. On the mineral side enormous new
resources are being exploited. Finally many new
industries have appeared in the manufacturing
field.
At such a time an optimistic attitude is a
natural phenomenon and one of its results has
been an added interest in the north of the continent with its vast areas of scarcely-occupied
land. A few attempts to grow crops in our
tropics have not had much success but this has
not prevented some people from talking rather
loudly about the development of the North and
of its need for capital. Some are almost suggest1 The Northern Myth, B. R. Davidson (Melbourne
University Press, 1965), 6 3 / - .
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ing that the lack of capital is the only obstacle
in the way of a great forward move.
And now Bruce Davidson has produced this
"Study of the Physical and Economic Limits to
Agricultural and Pastoral Development in Tropical Australia" in which he assembles and uses
the known facts about our tropical regions and
their potential for farming. He will be no more
popular than Griffith Taylor was in 1910. But
that will not discount his book as a valuable
study which might be taken as a sedative by
those whose idea of developing country is based
on little more than the fallacy that because there
is a large area of cheap land which is virtually
idle there must be a use for it, if 6nly the capital
were available for its development.
Such an
attitude is no more logical than the classical
remark "It's a fine day let's go out and shoot
something!"
Davidson is painting on a more limited canvas
than Taylor did because he is only concerned
with the tropics. He has at his command a
large amount of data which was entirely lacking
half a century ago. The chmatic records are
more ample. There is a soil map and the surveys
of the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Regional Survey
are excellent guides. The Forster Committee's
report gives much, information about the agricultural potential of the Territory. There have
been several careful reports on the detailed
problems of beef production and other possible
industries in these districts. In addition a considerable number of Australians, many of whom
were thoughtful people, spent weary months in
these areas during the war. In their various
ways these sources provide a wealth of detail
which cannot be overlooked in making an assessWESTERLY, MAY 1965

ment of the potential of the region—and the
author does not overlook any of it.
He points out the grave disability which the
Territory and the Kimberleys suffer in the high
cost of handling at, and transport from, the ports—
Darwin and Wyndham—to Fremantle and other
AustraUan centres. Similarly the high cost of
labour—£1,500 per annum per worker—means
not only a high labour cost on the farm but also
relatively high charges in any establishment concerned with processing or handling farm products
and farm requisites. Mechanisation is clearly
required at every stage especially as most of the
possible crops would have to compete on world
markets with the produce of countries where
low-wage labour is available. The author is insistent that any estimate of the economic effectiveness of a crop must take into account the fact
that most of its outturn would have to be sold
overseas.
The author points out that with the exception
of wool and meat most of Australia's exports of
the produce of land industries are subsidized in
one way or another. Some have bounties or
guaranteed prices and others benefit by a home
consumption price which supports export at a
lower figure. Any extra production would therefore mean an increased load on the Commonwealth Treasury or on the public through higher
prices on the home market. While this is the
fact it is as well to realise that the same state
of affairs is the rule in most European countries
and in North America. Free trade is virtually an
affair of the past in land products. A further
point is that most of the potential crops of the
tropics could be grown, under irrigation, more
cheaply in the temperate parts of Australia.
Peanuts are a possible exception; but rice production could be more effective on the Coleambally area of the Murrumbidgee and cotton seems
to have great possibilities at Narrabri and possibly in the Riverina.
It seems clear that at our present level of
costs the development of land for agriculture
for the export niarket will not pay interest on
the capital invested nor will it be economical
in meeting the market without subsidy. Naturally if the quality of the soil is high and it is
located near effective transport lines the risk will
be less. Unfortunately few areas in the North
have soils which are high in fertility and most
of those which are reasonably good are at some
distance from the seaboard.
The factors which might change this state of
WESTERLY, MAY 1965

affairs could be the discovery of some new
method whereby the costs of cultivation could
be reduced. T!he use of super, and subclover and
the need for trace elements on some soils are
southern examples in recent years.
Simpler
methods of cultivating the Wimmera soils for
wheat are another instance. A second possibility
is that the countries which have recently attained
independence and others in Asia which are exporters of primary products will insist on more
satisfactory marketing schemes than at present
occur in many of these. The recurring surpluses which lead to low prices have catastrophic
effects on their national incomes and on the
standard of hving of their people. Some scheme
of international marketing, or a series of "package" deals between coiuitries is likely to develop.
Even Britain with its long-developed policy of
cheap food and raw materials is gradually changing its ground and, as the failure of G.A.T.T.
becomes more apparent, the U.S.A. may realise
that stability of prices at higher levels may be
an esential step in preventing the spread of
communism in many countries which are dependent on the export of primary products.
The Ord Irrigation Scheme is discussed at
length with particular reference to the economics
of cotton production. The analysis is detailed
and the reader is forced to the conclusion that
under present conditions of labour and with the
methods of cultivation described the crop has no
economic future in the district. In making his
estimates he has used current costs and has left
nothing out—even to the extent of allowing
"Miscellaneous expenses" at five per cent, of
total costs. This item with an allowance of
£2,000 per annum to the farmer, £1,500 per
annum to permanent labourers and 15/10 per
hour (plus fares to and from the South) may represent present payments but they would be a
great handicap to any scheme of agricultural
development. Clearly the Commonwealth government wiU be wise if it decides to refuse further support for the present. The pilot scheme
was justifiable because it was to be regarded as
an experiment in land settlement under irrigation and climatic conditions of which we had
no experience in Australia.
One disappointing feature of the Ord is the
reported failure to find a suitable pasture mixtrure
on which cattle could be fattened during the dry
season. If this difficulty could be overcome an
alternative use of the area might be developed.
The author realises that the cattle industry is
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the one form of northern fanning which has
withstood the trials of the past four years. It
has done so despite an extremely low standard
of development of its areas which makes competent technical practice useless. A positive
breeding programme is scarcely practicable when
the properties are mostly unfenced and managed
under "range" conditions. As a result the breeding rates are low and the outturns capable of
great improvement. Under these conditions the
managers are not prepared to sell younger beasts
for much less than older ones. The author's
estimates of the profitability of buying young
stores and fattening them on pastures with or
without peanut meal are based on the cattle industry as it exists. An efficient industry could
only be developed with the aid of considerable
amounts of capital for subdivision, yards and
water supplies. If properties of this type were
integrated with effective irrigated pastures the
economy of the area might be improved; and
if the present increases in world demand for beef
continue it could be a stable industry.
The possibility of sugar cane as a crop is discussed at some length. There is no question that
it could be grown under irrigation on the Ord.
But the sugar industry on our east coast has had
to rely on the extensive system of controls under
which prices and profit margins from the sugar
mill to the grocer's shop are controlled. Under
this system the home market price has been high
enough to average out the low prices received
for the exported portion of the production. This
worked reasonably well as long as the ratio of
export to home consumption was not high. But
in 1963/64 disaster in Cuba, the biggest exporter,
trebled the world price of sugar, and Queensland,
acting on queer advice, has removed controls,
opened land for sugar growing and encouraged
a general increase in production. Within two
years the world price has fallen to levels which
will be quite unprofitable for Queensland and
most other sugar exporters. Under these circum-
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stances it would be unreasonable to advocate
sugar as a crop for the Ord scheme.
The concluding pages contain a vigorous
attack on the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Regional
Survey because they do not take economic factors into account when reporting on a region.
This is scarcely fair comment on the surveys
themselves which are concerned with the terrain,
climate, vegetation, and soils of the regions.
This Division lacks a staff capable of making an
assessment of cropping potential with reference
to world markets and the economics of production. If its officers go further and make such,
assessments they are doing so outside the terms
of their charter—such enthusiasm may be unfortunate.
This book is a salutory one, emphasising as it
does the need for caution and experiment before
further grandiose schemes of settlement are devised for our tropical areas. The reader may
not accept all the detailed items in the cost surveys but they are certainly indicative of the
general position. So far the present system of
land use—cattle raising—^has not been developed
to a standard which can be regarded as satisfactory. The development of an effective system
of cropping is a much more complicated matter,
especially when soils are not better than f.a.q.
and super costs £25 or more per ton.
The author considers defence and several other
reasons why "the North" should be developed,
irrespective of the cost of doing so. Under
scrutiny none of these seem valid.
But one
other reason is not mentioned—national pride!
Australians do not like the suggestion that they
hold vast areas of land unused and that it is a
matter of indifference or laziness. Even more
galling is the unwillingness of such commentators to understand that figures of acreage mean
little wihen they are descriptive of areas of high
aridity and inhospitable physiography.
One wonders if the elephant is ever taunted by
other animals on account of its size!
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DIEM AND THE JOURNALISTS:
CENSORSHIP BY SELECTION
A review article based on: "The Last Confucian" (London 1964) by Denis
Warner, and United Nations General Assembly "Official Records : Agenda
Item 77" (New York, 1963).

. . . for they are the abstracts and brief
chronicles of the time: after your death
you were better have a bad epitaph than
their ill report while you live.
Hamlet, A.ll Sell
Ngo Dinh Diem, sometime President of Vietnam,
IS dead these twelve months et non tanget ilium
tormentum malitiae, his government beyond recall, and it is no use crying over spilt blood; but
events since his death, and two recent publications, may throw some light on the reporting of
the last six months of his rule, as a sample of the
reporting of the doings of foreign governments
in general.
The most depressing feature of this reporting,
to those who see the Press as an agency of public
enlightenment, was its virtual unanimity- To cite
examples would be pedantic in the reviewer and
tiresome for the reader; a sample check of the
daily Press in the United States, Britain, Canada
or Australia during 1963 would amply illustrate
this unanimity, and Time magazine, itself not
unaffected by what it called the "solidarity" of
the Saigon press corps, has drawn attention to
the reasons for it: professional camaraderie, reinforced by the isolation of an Asian city in a
state of virtual siege, ignorance (in most cases)
of the language, and, above all, a government
unsympathetic to journalists,
The bahn of such companionship [in the
now famous eighth-floor bar of the Hotel
CaraveUe in Saigon] has not been conWESTERLY, MAY 1 9 6 5

ducive to independent thought. The reporters have tended to reach unanimous
agreement on almost everything they have
seen. . . . they seldom miss a chance to
over-emphasise the ruling family's Roman
Cathohcism.i
The stressing of rehgion, Catholic and Buddhist, in the reporting, and its virtual irrelevance
in the situation which was being reported, can
hardly be over-emphasised. To so many journalists the central fact about Diem, which explained
everything else, was his Catholicism, and his first
concern the building, by force and favouritism,
of a Catholic state;^ the Buddhists, for their part,
were simply rehgious folk seeking religious toleration. In reality. Diem was too adequately occupied in maintaining and defending an actual state
to have time to build a City of the Sun; and his
opponents, whatever their rehgion, had made
themselves obstacles to this work of his. In other
words, the conflict between the Catholic government and its Buddhist opponents was political
essentially, religious only incidentally. And, just
as the rehgious aspects were over-emphasised by
the joumahsts, the political realities were largely
overlooked, to the confusion of their readers.
That Diem, in the chaos of 1954, had not inherited a state, an office, a bureaucracy, even
loyal citizens, but had had to create them;^ that
he had had to absorb, into a poor and chaotic
country, almost a miUion refugees from the Communist north, and had done it;* that much of the
country which was not in Communist hands was
controlled by armed "sects"—Cao Dai, Hoa Hao,
55
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Binh Xuyen—which were still receiving help from
the French government, and which had to be
crushed before Diem could govern his capital
city;5 that all this had to be done with the
country at war, and not a war as we know it,
which can unite the people behind the government that defends them against an enemy abroad,
but a civil war where friend is indistinguishable
from enemy, and where the government can offer
no regular protection to most of its citizens; these
realities, if not left unmentioned by the journalists, were pushed into the background to make
way for trifles. And understanding in politics
consists, not merely in listing the facts, but in
analysing their relation and proportion. La verite
reste dans les nuances.
Denis Warner cannot lightly be accused of
ignoring South-East Asian poHtical realities, as
anyone will know who has read his Hurricane
from China (New York, 1961) or his Out of the
Gun (London, 1956). The Last Confucian is not
out of character. He surveys events in Laos,
Cambodia and Thailand—this is not, despite the
title, solely a book about Diem or even about
Vietnam—without forgetting, or letting his reader
forget, their colossal neighbour, and he knows, as
not everyone does, what the word "neutralization" means in this region.® Nor has he written
up his copy in a bar in Saigon; his reporting of
the war, and his descriptions of it and of the
hack country where it is being fought, are perhaps the best feature of the book. Furthermore,
he sees at least in part, the political substance
behind the rehgious shadow: that Catholics were
favoured because, in many cases, they were prepared to fight the Viet-Cong when nobody else
was;^ and that Diem, whatever his religion, was
an Asian-style ruler, the Last Confucian,^ and
not a transplanted Torquemada. He sees little to
commend in Diem's successors, and he does not
hesitate to suggest that the lawless assassination
of a head of state is an insecure foundation for a
lawful government.^ He sees and stresses the
influence of the United States in doing everything
short of directly inciting Diem's opponents to
overthrow him, and clearly considers this a
strange kind of behaviour towards the government of a friendly state.^" He even gives hints
of the extent of the pagoda-based pohtical activities.ii
But his picture of the Diem Government retains disproportions. It was remote from "the
people"^2—^ijyi what Asian government is not?
WESTERLY, MAY
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"Secret police apparatus", "tyranny of fear",
"worse than the tyranny it was fighting against",
' torture"!^ and, inevitable cliche, "witch hunting"-.i* but no state is without secret police, and
no Asian state, as far as I know, without preventive detention machinery, even those which
are not, as Vietnam was and is, fighting for their
lives. If witch-hunt it was, there was at least
the justification of a prevalence of witches, as
Warner abundantly demonstrates, and, particularly under the circumstances, the treatment of
captured witches seems to have been remarkably
mild: a Political Re-Education School where the
"course" lasted for 15 days, where detainees
were allowed to visit their families on Sundays
and were automatically returned to them at the
end of the "course", or a Secret Police Headquarters where a prisoner could be visited by his
brother twice a week,!^ scarcely reflect a "tyranny
of fear", "worse than the tyranny it was fighting
against." Indeed, a government which invited
fi U.N. fact-finding mission to investigate its
doings^®—no other government has issued such
an invitation since the U.N. was estabhshed—
and which allowed the investigators to interview
pohtical prisoners whom they had asked to see,i^
is unlikely to have very much to hide. (It may be
objected that there ought to be no such thing as
a political prisoner; but during the second world
war, under much less desperate circumstances,
the British, American, Canadian and Australian
governments all thought it necessary to imprison
a wide variety of people who were not proven
traitors.) He reports confidently that it was the
government forces which were responsible for the
deaths (all nine of them) in the Hue radio riot
on May 8,^^ without any of the hesitation that
our incomplete knowledge of those events would
seem to require. ^^ He sees the absence of Buddhist chaplains in the Vietnamese army as a piece
of religious discriminations^^ but, whatever may
be the case in Thailand,^! or in Vietnam itself
since then, an ofiicial of the Vietnamese General
Buddhist Association told the U.N. mission in
1963 that
it is not necessary according to Buddhist
behefs to have a chaplain because Buddhist priests do not want to see any battlefield. There are many Buddhists in the
Army who ask for the service but the
priests refuse to serve them.22
He admits that the use of Nhu's "rackets"
was "not the personal enrichment of the family
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but the provision of an alternative means of
finance for their Treasury . . .",^ but he cannot
avoid such terms as "rackets", "extortion", "corruption", "venahty", which, if they have any
meaning beyond their emotive content, would
seem to imply personal enrichment (for, as someone wrote of eighteenth century British government, it may be immoral to take bribes but it is
not necessarily immoral to offer them.)
Is
Warner making this charge of personal enrichment against the Ngo Dinh family? It is not
always clear, because of such imprecise language
as I have cited. But they had enemies enough
who would have been delighted to reveal cases
of funds being sent abroad, and there do not
.=eem to be any such stories circulating; certainly
Warner relates none. Were these the only corrupt dictators who had not heard of the advantages of a Swiss bank account? As regards corrupt
subordinates, the record is, by Asian standards,
tolerably good, in Warner's estimation ,24 But
we simply do not know enough to pass confident
judgment on most of these charges against the
Diem Government, and Warner's reporting fails
to reflect this incomplete knowledge by a prudent
suspension of judgment.
When he writes of rehgion, he gives no adequate analysis of the nature of the Buddhist
movement in Asia: of its vast increase in size and
degree of organization in the past two decades,
of the variety of its sects, and of the extent of its
penetration by the Chinese government: (a very
large subject, on which two articles by Holmes
Welch in the Far Eastern Economic Review, 8th
March, 1962
and 4th April, 1963, might be
taken as preliminary reading.)25 And that he is
not entirely free from that anti-Cathohcism which
Peter Viereck has called "the anti-Semitism of
the hberals" shps out occasionally in a tendentious
epithet. "Like medieval inquisitors''^® "passionately, inquisitcrially devout".2'' (Are all devout
persons inquisitorial? Or only Catholics?
Or
only some Catholics? What is meant by "inquisitorial"? There is no end to the questions that
could be asked about this three-word phrase.)
But facts which he has candidly scorned to conceal show him to be no indifferent observer; by
his own account he was implicated, in a minor
way, in anti-Diem intrigue.28
Warner at least sees the Communists in SouthEast Asia as the enemies which they have obligingly declared themselves to be, and he wishes
for their defeat, while fearing the hkehhood of
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their victory.29 But, in his concern for this, he
exhibits traces—only traces: it can be seen more
explicitly stated by any one of a hundred other
journalists—of another liberal heresy; the belief
that only liberal parhamentary governments can
be strong and stable. If the two things are indeed connected, as they often are, the explanatory phrase should probably be reversed: only
govenmients which are strong and stable can
he hberal and parliamentary. Doubtless popular support is a factor in winning any war, and
particularly a civil war, (though it is not the
only factor; armaments can also be important,
as in Budapest in 1956). Doubtless the kind of
assistance to villagers which Warner describes,
particularly in chapters 11 and 12, in addition
to being a praiseworthy work of mercy, would
tend to attract those villagers' loyalty from the
Viet-Cong to the government.
But what this
heresy overlooks is that these services can be
provided in any area only after the government
forces are militarily dominant there. No government can expect people to be devoted to its
good intentions if it lacks the power to protect
them from having their throats cut, and numbers
of prudent Vietnamese are "loyal" to the VietCong because it is, in their area, strong enough
to be beyond the power of the Saigon government to police. Diem knew this, knew that he
was conducting a war, not a popularity poll;^''
I am not sure that Warner does see it clearly.
His central thesis is that Last Confucians are of
no avail, and that "the people" must be won,
but the antithesis is misleading; "the people"
must be won indeed, but rulers must also be
found, and there are worse standards for a ruler
than those of Confucianism; nor have rulers better
than the Last Confucian been found plentiful in
South-East Asia, Warner draws our attention to
the mistake of raising "armies instead of living
standards":31 the phrase is neat, but again the
antithesis is misleading, for higher hving standards, however necessary, will hardly make armies
unnecessary, since guns have uses which butter
wdll not serve.
The United Nations document cited at the head of
this article is not likely to be as widely read as
Warner's book, if only because it is so hard to
get, particularly in Australia, though published in
New York before the end of 1963. Its scarcity
was the reason for its republication by the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate, but even this
edition is not easy to come by.
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It contains material which would cause
twinges among the Saigon press corps and
their copywriters around the world, should
they chance to read it, and they have
given virtually no publicity to its contents,
nor recognition to its existence. It is not a
report, since it contains no body of conclusions;
the fact-finding mission finished its inquiries and
left Vietnam two days after the Diem government was overthrown, and the U.N. General Assembly decided on 13th December, 1963 to drop
the whole question.^^ Roma non locuta, causa
finite est. But the document as it stands—largely
minutes of evidence presented to the Commission,
with the texts of certain related papers—is important, not only for what it contains, but also
because it is the record of the first fact-finding
mission ever dispatched by the U.N. General
Assembly to investigate alleged violations of
human rights under the Charter. Pubhcity given
to charges of rehgious persecution had led to two
resolutions being moved at the U.N.:
the
U.S.S.R. proposed to refer the matter to the International Commission appointed under the
Geneva agreement of 1954; and, Costa Rica proposed a special U.N. mission. Both motions were
dropped and debate suspended when the Diem
government itself invited the General Assembly
to send a team.^^ A rapidly appointed mission
worked in Vietnam from 24th October to 3rd
November,^* interviewing officials, receiving oral
and written testimony which it had advertised for
in the Vietnamese press,^^ and visiting pagodas,
prisons and hospitals in Hue and Saigon.^® The
investigators had prepared in advance lists of
specific allegations in which they were interested,
and of persons whom they wanted to interview.
For the latter they asked the assistance of the
government, and received it.^'' the most notable
exception being Trich Tri Quang, of whom the
government held that his political asylum in the
American embassy precluded his making any
political statements.^* Indeed, the mission interviewed at their request several persons who "in
some communications were said to have been
killed".39 Anyone could present testimony, and
some governmental supporters presented their
views,*" but most of the testimony is that of the
regime's opponents, in and out of prison. Their
account varies considerably from that of the
majority of the foreign press. Here we read of
these opponents suggesting that religious persecution was slight,*! or even non-existent, *2 or that,
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where discrimination existed, it was the work of
underlings in particular places;*^ that some of the
more old-fashioned Buddhist sects, particularly,
had no strong sense of grievance against the
government;** that rehgious flag-flying, the immediate casus belli, was a fairly recent innovation in Vietnamese Buddhism;*^ that the nine
deaths in the Hue radio station riot may well
have been caused by a Viet-Cong plastic bomb,
and not by the arms of the government forces:*®
that raids on pagodas were not, as far as they
personally could testify, the bloodbaths that they
were written up to be,*'' that their treatment
during and after arrest had not at all measured
up to the best modern standards of secret police
brutaUty—not one testified that he had been
severely beaten, and most said that they had not
been beaten at all;** that they had pohtical aims,
and were avowed opponents of the government
in some cases.*9 In written testimony received
by the mission, this passage appears, illustrative,
it is claimed, r)f conditions in a camp for arrested
students:
After one meal a student saluted a heutenant, remained standing and said:
"Good day heutenant."
"Good day."
"Please, sir, can you give me a toothpick?"
As the days went by many students were
given permission to go home but refused
to leave the camp.
"I shall not leave the camp," they said,
"unless my friends leave too."
On Saturday evening, 31th August, under
pressure from the students and their parents, the Military Governor was obhged to
release us.
And this was presented to the mission as evidence of the "strict mihtary discipline" of "that
concentration campl"^"
Indeed, considering the desperate situation of
the country, the Diem government is rather to
be accused of insufficient firmness and of hesitancy than of hasty and excessive brutality. Bao
Dai's old Ordinance No. 10 (full text in Item 77,
p. 86-89) granting certain privileges to the
Catholic Church seems to have served no political
purpose, and to have been enforced only patchily;5i at the first hint of Buddhist dissatisfaction
with it, it could probably with advantage have
been rescinded, though the government's unwillingness to "show weakness" before a movement whose demands it believed (correctly as it
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now appears) to be insatiable, is understandable
too. An agreement (fuU text in Item 77, p. 85-6)
between the government and the Buddhist leaders
concerning flag-flying was reached on 16th June;
but that was five weeks after the first serious
riots, a long delay in such critical times. More
use could perhaps have been made of the Buddhist leaders themselves, as was done in Thailand,
where the govenxment, having evidence of Communist infiltration of the Buddhist movement, laid
i) before the chief Buddhists, who then took
action to set their own house in order; but then
the Thai government could talk Buddhist-toBuddhist; and further, Thailand was not at war.
These faults, if faults they were, were pohtical
misjudgments. But they are as nothing next to
American judgment that it is easier and more
satisfactory, when a foreign government is intransigent, to create ex nihilo a new and more tractable one, than to negotiate paintstakingly with the
government akeady in being. Any government
which can last for nine years under the conditions
of Vietnam between 1954 and 1963 is an unbehevably rare bird; the Americans' subsequent
creations have often had difficulty in lasting nine
weeks, even without the last straw of American
harassment.
Above all, the Diem government could have
accepted the international press for the fact of
political fife which, for better or worse, it is.
A government which handles its diplomatic relations ineptly is rightly considered to be faihng
to do part of its job as a government; press
relations must also, by now, be considered a
task of governments, and few governments have
handled this task worse than did Diem's. The
Buddhist opposition knew better; their press con-
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ferences were frequent and well-nm, and they
never failed to invite reporters and press photographers to their suicides by fire. But the
government, and particularly Mme. Nhu, who
could see the nature and possible outcome of the
Buddhist opposition movement in Vietnam, could
not see equally clearly the importance of the
Rehgious Freedom shibboleth in the Anglo-Saxon
world; and they flew, quite unnecessarily, in the
face of it. "Monk barbecue" may be a harmless
piece of sick humour in private conversation, but
it is hardly a pohtic phrase to use in the hearing
of American reporters, particularly if the speaker
has the initial handicap of being a Catholic.
Here, Warner's charge of Confucian remoteness is
relevant, for, if it is inevitable that an Asian
government shall be remote from the great
majority of the people, it is not inevitable that
it shall be remote from the joumahsts. Press
agents can be hired for a very modest sum, and
it is often money well spent. The Diem government was more than remote: it was nakedly
hostile and contemptuous. The journalists, in
their turn, exacted a terrible vengeance; and the
end is not yet. By the joumahsts' own account
—for many of them have become converted—
the Buddhist movement has pohtical ambitions;
these ambitions are limitless, and not to be assuaged by concessions; their effect is to favour
the Viet-Cong; Vietnam's governments since Diem
have not been notably less remote, still less
stabler; and the war, with their Diem incubus
safely buried, is going not better, but worse.
Warner has not demonstrated his charges that
the Diem government was tyrannical (as distinct
from autocratic) and corrupt; but even if it was,
those who believe that corrupt tyrants cannot
win wars must have read very httle history.
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DEATH OF THE CONSTRUCTION WORKER
As he windmilled down,
funds of air scraped
at his elbows and sly
platinum draughts shone
in his dreaming eyes.
A flock of pigeons high over
the trembling spans snapped
the switch of their flying—
all turning instantly in an
after-image of envy, watching
gold pour from his sleeves.
Witnesses said the man laughed
as he drifted down through
the city's grey delirium,
sorting out the swollen
implications of the horizon,
all in glorious vistavision.
Posters stung his ghstening
eyes. He read the name Jesus.
Then the cool cement plucked
his shape to death. A clock's
big hand moved. A siren wailed.
The city let out its breath.
GRIFFITH
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LUCKY COUNTRY?
That necessary book:

The Lucky Country, Donald
Books, Austraha), 8/6d.

'Australia is a lucky country run mainly by second rate
people who share its luck."

Home

(Penguin

One meets a sense of desperation: what is
going to happen next? In the younger
generation it reaches a sense of outrage
that public images of life should remain
so freakishly irrelevant . . . in the form of
Menzies and Calwell the images of obsolescence stand there, improbable but apparently immovable . . .
Home's central notion is this one of the
image, and it crops up thirty or so times in his
223 pages.1 His use of it is two-edged; he
diagnoses the flatness and futility of Australian
life in terms of the absence of images, "people
need some sense of definition to which they can
lelate their actions" (p. 217) but they don't get
it from "[The] pubhc rhetoric that still holds
Austraha in its power spellbound in boredom"
(p. 183); and he sets up images of his own to
reflect the flatness he finds. First the diagnosis:
There are few 'new men' gathered together
in the precincts of power to revisualise the
images of the nation so that change may
become possible.
Life has no sense of direction to it: "it is
intellectuals who cast images of the world" and
like our poHticians our intellectuals are second
rate, timid, and caught up in the stereotypes left
over from an earlier Australia. The mental tone
1 For those who are interested in analysing out
the various senses, cf. p p : 9, 16, 17-18, 40,
61, 65, 93, 95, 105, 158-60, 165, 168, 178, 190,
197, 200, 202, 205-6, 207, and 212.
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of the country is sceptical and sterile, destructive
of just those quahties of mind that might help
us break through the "images of obsolescence"
and irrelevance:
Scepticism reacts against imagination of
even the most down to earth kind. Yet
imagination is not merely making things
up; it can also lie in discerning the shape
of problems, in probing new areas of the
possible.
Nobody is encouraged to look for new, exciting possibilities and life goes on in the old tired
way, while reality recedes from it faster and
faster. Where there is no vision the people do
not perish at once—they go down with excruciating slowness, drowning hedonically like wasps in
honey.
But Home himself is an image maker, or to
be precise, he hmns the idols who set themselves
up like totems, wooden and powerful.
Events
since the book came out have justified his cruel
httle portraits of Menzies and Calwell, (pp. 152 ff,
and pp. 158-163) and his crueller one of Haylen
(p. 161). Perhaps it was the Prime Minister's
bad luck that the Indonesian-Malaysian affair
blew up while he was on a holiday cruise, but
the timing had a kind of poetic inevitability; and
there was the inexorability of high farce in that
testimonial to Arthur Calwell, assuring him that
statesmen—and defeated politicians—can rendezvous with greatness in their seventies.
Since these Olympian jests nothing much has
changed. The Great Survivor has survived, the
ALP has reduced its minority in Western Austraha, and the Sydney wharfies have set up as
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a second Department of External Affairs.
Of
course there has been Mt. Isa, where figures apparently from the remote past of Radical mythology are locked in ritual conflict. None of this
seems to have much to do with life in the 60's,
but we will no doubt foot the bill.
Austrahan political hfe is a wax-work museum
with figures caught forever in typical postures.
The Great Imperialist or The Elder Statesman;
Dr. Cairns or the Radical 30's; Les Haylen the
Eternal Hunger Marcher; Calwell Recoiling at
tJie Touch of a Grouper, with the hopeful understudies trying not to breathe, in case the exhibits
throw them out for being alive.
As Home puts it, "men of the Menzies-Calwell
generation are now virtually exiles in their own
century", but they exist nevertheless as central
figures in the realities of power in the 1960's:
"the generation still in charge in Australia will
soon be writing its memoirs"2. It couldn't be
soon enough.
Meanwhile back at the beach party . . . is
Home's own image of Austraha, "a man in an
open-necked shirt solemnly enjoying an ice cream.
His kiddy is beside him".
"NATION WITHOUT A MIND"
Home is not hostile to his sybaritic Image, and
at the beginning of his book he says:
. . . there will be no argument against
'affluence', the satisfaction of ordinary appetites by ordinary people. I shall accept
as given the attitudes of life of most Austrahans (although they are not my own
preferences).
And the purpose of his whole analysis is to
insist that Ideas-men are needed, if only to keep
the man in ice cream and his kiddy in the
security and comfort that his father had. Home's
quarrel is not so much with the "Innocent Happiness" of his fellow countrymen, as with the
mindlessness that will lose it for him. He has a
genuine enthusiasm for Australia and its achievements :
Austraha may be something of a mirror
to the v/orld of what the world is likely
to become if it does not blow itself up.
and for the humane values we stand for:
In 1950, Bertrand Russell said that Aus2 It has begun: see "Down Memory Lane" by
the Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Menzies in Prospect,
No. 3. 1964.
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traha pointed the way to a happier destiny
for man throughout the centuries to come:
'I leave your shores with more hope for
mankind than I had when I came among
you',
and despite his own sad view of our incompetence Home admits:
I have a kind of senseless optimism about
the future of Australia.
But the Lucky Country won't stay that way forever: the second rate men can lose the lot for
us.
Home's chief aim isn't to improve the man on
the beach, it is just to keep him happy; and
however we got to where we are, our old techniques won't keep us there:
A society whose predecessors pioneered a
whole continent now appears to shun anything that is at all out of the ordinary.
The trouble is that, by Australian standards,
almost everything that is now important is
out of the ordinary.
The paralysis isn't all at the top either, it spreads
(juite a way down: Mr. H o m e suggests in his
book all kinds of notions worth debating, and
since it came out some of them have been taken
up, but too few:
Australia's role in Oceania,
the possibility of a Federation with New Zealand,
our role in Papua New Guinea, and the notion
that we might turn ourselves into a Repubhc.
But does anyone care? The trouble is that we
liave got out of the habit of it—caring, that is.
We are bored solid.
THE DEADLY DULLNESS O F IT ALL.
Home's detailed examination of education—
"the people who control education are largely
dedicated to diluting it"—and of the "Images
of Life" it foists off on to children, is caustic,
and just. And the examination of the situation
of the school teacher is at once severe, and
sympathetic:
The fact that Australian children are
taught by people who are often in a state
of mild despair, who are dissatisfied with
their material and social lot and are ahenated from both practicality and the real
values of the culture they purvey must be
of great importance. It is in the alienation
of both teachers and pupils from the values
of the culture they are forced towards that
one seems to get near the heart of the
problem of Australians.
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School teachers are not professional persons, but
mere employees in what Max Charlesworth has
called "our Prussian System of Education". As
Home says they are "shunted around as unpredictably as officials in Stalin's Russia" and their
sense of their responsibility for education is repeatedly blunted by collisions with the higher
irresponsibility of the bureaucrats: no wonder
they are bored, bore, and perpetuate a collective
ennui:
It is a tribute to the endurabihty of the
human rpirit that so much of education has
survived in Australia despite this dreadful
system.
For the academics. Home has words as harsh
—and less sympathy. The academic:
suffers from the Australian lack of competition [and] lack of interests in excellence . . .
and:
There is a feeling of self pity and alienation which extends even to attitudes to
students: they see students mili in and
out of lecture rooms, resent their numbers
and their demands, but have little individual
knowledge of them. And among the nonscientists there is an impotent unease, perhaps envy about the successes of science.
This is perhaps a little strong, but one's own
prejudices come out here. Academics certainly
say unkind things about students, but on the
whole they are kind to them, like them, and
are helpful when they can be, outside as well as
inside their rather formalized role as provincial
pundits. And the envy of science—this might
be as much for its objectivity and universal relevance, as for its success. The scientist has less
reason to feel ahenated in Australia than the
humanities man, everyone knows what C.S.I.R.O.
is for. So of course the humanities man would
like to be in the new Ciroset, rather than 'a
stranger and afraid/in a tvorld he never made'.
"IT HAS BEEN THE AUSTRALIAN
TO DENY THE I N T E L L E C T "

STYLE

Home's kev men are not simply schoolmasters
and academics, but the intellectuals:
By 'intellectuals' I do not mean only creative thinkers.
Creative thinkers display
curiosity about their environment, either
systematically or by insight; or they make
patterns; or they both examine some of the
mysteries of existence and also try to make
patterns of them. Other intellectuals are
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simply their conducting medium. An intellectual community may be the force by
which a new vision is conducted into general attitudes. Or it may be an insulating
medium, of the conservative kind that may
stifle creative intelhgence, even making it
look foohsh or wilful.
And there aren't enough people of this creative
or conducive kind, as is clear from the symptoms:
It is usually not possible to conduct in
Australia the kind of conversation that
would be immediately acceptable in Europe
or New York.
It wouldn't be democratic, even if it could be
done: beer, the beach and bints are the universal
.'•taple of conversation, and everyone is under an
unspoken obhgation to talk and think hke everyone else. If you want intelligent conversation
you can try a Common Room, but even there
the genius locii gets his occasional libation of
weak tea and small beer. And everywhere, the
conservatives are at their intellectual thugee.
The symptoms may be tiresome, but the disease could be fatal. The intellectuals who extend
the limits of what can be said, and of what can
be thought and done, have a crucial, practical
use;
it is the lack of this kind of class that may
present a danger to the future of Austraha . . .
When the old rule-of-thumb techniques break
down, and that has started to happen, we need
new men with new ideas: democratic amiability
won't solve all our problems for us. Tlie pity of
it is that it may have mummified some useful
minds.
#
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«

Mr. Home is a severe and a serious critic,
but his style is too amusing for anyone to take
him seriously: he ought to have written in the
tribal dialect for that. And the utter readabihty
of what he writes wiU tell against him in the
end: "The bloke can't be serious!"
One of the marks of a serious person is the
ability to have a change of mind, and to acknowledge it. Home's retraction of his earlier views
on non-European immigration does him credit.
He quotes at length from his editorial in the
Sydney Observer (14th November, 19.59) in
which he attacked the idea, suggested by the
Immigration Reform Group and others, that we
might set up a quota system for Asia immigration if only as a gesture of good will: he now
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beheve . . . a plan imposes morale and
pattern; it leads to action; some of the
action does not follow the plan; one improvises, changes the dogma; one then proceeds to further action with equal disbelief. One is both sardonic observer and
cheerful participant. Nothing finally works
but one proceeds with action as if it did.
Such is hfe.
This fits whatever one thinks one knows of our
national character, and it is borne out by one's
experience of what Home calls "the existential
young":

admits, candidly, that the White Australia pohcy
is damaging our reputation in Asia, and writes:
"I now think that a quota system, or some other
restricted but pubhc arrangement would be accepted as an improvement." Mr. Home is not
one of those "stiff necked ones 'on top' who
carry on with the old ways, based on an enervated wisdom". He is prepared to change something—his own mind for a start.
EXISTENTIALISM IN AUSTRALIA
To have an eye for inadequacies is one thing,
but what we all hke is a "constructive critic",
someone who makes us feel that there is some
good in us yet. Well, Home has as sharp an
eye for the possibihties of the Austrahan way of
life as for the absurdities, and he concludes, surprisingly at first, but reasonably when you reflect
on it, that we are all existentialists and that the
new shape of society that we exemplify is existentialist. He may owe the original observation to
a European, but he has made it his own:
In Frankfurt, in a chance encounter in a
beer garden, I was asked about the Australian philosophy of Iffe. When I explained
it: 'So you are all existentialists there!'
Of course we don't talk about it, intelhgently or
otherwise, but our temper is existentiahst:
. . . the ability to act without fundamental
behef, to give it a go. Australians have
for long both understood the inadequacies
of action and at the same time enjoyed
action. They know how to be heroes without a cause; to suffer ordeal sardonically;
to accept rules in which they do not finally

•

Intellectual hfe has become more diffuse as
people are working though old positions
and it has become considerably more empirical. People are getting down to detail.
In tone it is becoming more 'Austrahan'.
And among the young there is said to be
a retreat from ideology; a vogue for Orwell
and Camus; the adoption of a kind of
existentialism, a particularly apt world-view
for Australians,
If only we could become more articulate we could
see our own virtues for what they are: what we
need are words and images that will enable us
to grasp our own ideas: as for the ideas, we
have always had some apparently, without knowing it. That man with the kiddy and the ice
cream has been an existentialist all the time—
and one up on the alienated intellectual: Or
even, perhaps, a poor bloody academic with
nobody to talk to?
Mr. Home is a very serious man, and very
intelhgent, and everyone ought to read his book.
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REVIEWS
The Burnt Ones, Patrick White (Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1964), 28/4d.

Although all these stories have appeared in English or Australian magazines, this is the first time
that they have been gathered together, and since
they have all been written after the appearance
of Riders in the Chariot they are of particular
interest. One is inclined to look for the recurrence of themes and attitudes which have been
observed in the novels. And certain things do
recur. Once again there are portraits of women,
few of them with the vision of Miss Hare or
Theodora, and most of them middle-aged and
caught inescapably in a self-spun web of mediocrity. This mediocrity grows from and perpetuates the suburban existence which White sees
as a total negation of living, and one is irresistibly reminded of "Wild Life in Suburbia"—
so it is no surprise to find one story headed:
"For Barry Humphries".
The settings of the stories vary but they deal
with Austrahan or Greek characters. Most of
the Australian stories have a quality of rather sad
bitterness—a touch of 'I wish I loved the human
race' about them. With a sensitive ear for colloquial speech and its variations of social level.
White captures character and class in a beautiful
accuracy of phrase and rhythm. Miss Docker is
sharply defined for us in speeches such as . . .
"Whatever will you think of me? Everyone will
tell you I am nothing if not cheerful. And helpful. Here . . . give us a towel." And we are
immediately familiar with Mrs. Scudamore whose
advice to her daughter is: "Anthea dear—put in
your blue . .
one should go prepared for all
eventuahties. I mean—it is so much more agreeable—don't you think?—not to get caught out."
The desire not to be caught out is perhaps fundamental to the women who exist in the suburban
undergrowth. There is no room for joy or wonder but only fear of what is unexpected or unknowm. Satisfaction with one's own carefully
regulated way of hfe is a defence against the
horrors of self-knowledge, and the waste of
human potential that this engenders is one of
the bitterest implications of these stories. In the
relationships between mother and child, be it son
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or daughter, which White reveals, this waste becomes most obvious. Dead Roses is the first
story and one of the longest. It deals with the
Me of a woman from her hesitant, mother-ridden
youth to a terrifying moment of self-recognition
as a wealthy, middle-aged widow with no future
and no past. The episodes of the story build
towards the end with an increasing sense of
waste and futility. Such waste and futility are
even clearer in the stories dealing with mother—
son relationships where one ends in suicide and
the other in madness. In each case it is the
mother—and, in Clay, the wife also—whose
cocoon of mediocrity is an armour against which
other human souls are battered and lost.
A Cheery Soul is the most brutal story in the
book. Here, too, other people are broken by the
relentless pressure of Miss Docker. The character of Miss Docker ought to be pathetic and yet
one finishes the story with a feeling of horror
that has mounted steadily with each merciless
episode. Even in the moment when she is left
behind by the funeral procession, pity is immediately smothered by the realisation that she has
been purely malicious in reviving these memories.
The cumulative effect of story after story dealing
with self-righteous malice and a hideous false
humility, is quite terrifying. Time and again we
meet Mrs. Jolly and Mrs, Flack, Mrs. Goodman
and Mrs. Bonner. The names may be different
but WTiite's attitude to them makes it clear that
these are all sisters. In his novels they played
minor parts but here they share the centre of
the stage, and we are left with the feeling that
they are feared and dishked rather than pitied.
The Greek stories, while dealing with middleaged women, also, have an ironic but somehow
more tender quality. Perhaps White's own involvement with Australia makes it hard for him
to accept his fellow countrymen (or rather
women) as he sees them. He wishes desperately
that they were otherwise. Does this suggest a
love-hate relationship which he is not yet able
to control? Poppy Pantzopoulos and Maro Hajistavrou have their Australian counterparts who
are not treated with the wry acceptance that is
accorded the Greek women. There is pathos
and humour in their intellectual snobbery, and
for the first time, too, a touch of compassion.
Nowhere in the other stories would there be room
for comment such as: "It is her, the poor burnt
one, who should have our sympathy . . . Who
will bleed, but the woman? It is in her nature."
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But Kikitsa Alexiou, "The Woman who wasn't
Allowed to Keep Cats", is presented with warmth
and sympathy.

Summer,
Peter
964), 2 1 / - .

Only in Down at the Dump do we find
something of the same compassion, and this is
one of the three stories that seem to separate
themselves from the rest.
Willy-Wagtails
by
Moonlight is a far more conventional story, particularly in its form. It concerns one episode
only, and within a few sentences of the beginning. White has presented characters and setting.
The action moves swiftly and concisely and ends
abrupdy, so that one stops with a gasp to realise
the implications. Miss Slattery and her Demon
Lover is, unexpectedly, a romp and a bedroom
romp at that! However it is truly White-ian.
The Old World meets the New, and each is
delighted by the other in rather unusual ways,
but the continental excesses of Tibby Szabo pall
and Miss Slattery makes the irrevocable decision
that she is "gunna get married . . . and have
a washing machine."

It has been said of Peter Cowan, that his aim,
" . . . as a writer has been to explore the significant relationships of men and women."i This
singularity of purpose is again apparent in
Cowan's first novel. Summer, which was published
in 1964.
The plot of Summer, when stripped naked, is
a quite simple and familiar one. A prosperous
middle-aged product of suburbia observes the
break-up of his marriage, and returns to a
country area where he had worked as a youth.
He says: "You see, I'm—well, to put it bluntly,
I'm lost. . . . Somehow, I want to find myself."

The last story in the collection is called Down
at the Dump, and it is the warmest and most
compassionate. The town dump and the cemetery
he side by side, and into each the townspeople
pour their unwanted goods, either human or
material. But there are those who find in the
dump a source of treasure, and in Daisy Morrow,
who is dead, a source of love and friendship.
These are the people through whom White suggests for the first time that there may be real
warmth and understanding in human relationships. These relationships will be rejected and
reviled by the majority of fellow beings, but they
exist and wfll continue in spite of all that can
be done by the cmelty of suburbia to suppress
them.

Cowan

(Angus

&

Robertson,

Henry Simpson takes a job on a lonely wheat
siding and has an affair with the local storekeeper's wife. Everett, the storekeeper, an unwholesome character, brutal and
unfaithful,
learns of the affair, fights with Henry, and is
kiUed. Henry and Mrs. Everett clumsily conceal the crime and escape detection due to a
set of seemingly coincidental circumstances. The
novel ends on an optimistic note by expressing
the hope of a new life for the couple. A subplot, involving several love affairs of a more
bestial nature, is used (quite successfully) to
point up the human and sympathetic relationship
between Henry and Jill Everett.

It seems clear from even this brief discussion
that the title of this collection is a misnomer.
There is apparently httle warmth or pity in
White's attitude to the characters he describes,
but, time and again, an attitude of reluctant bitterness. It is to be hoped that the last story
in the book is also the latest to be written, for
it moves much closer to genuine understanding
and acceptance than many of the others, and
suggests that he may yet come to terms with
ordinary people as well as those set apart by
vision and artistic sensibihty.

Here, then, is superb material for melodrama
and eroticism. Peter Cowan nimbly avoids both
pitfalls and gives us instead a novel of integrity
and considerable depth, rich in humanity. His
skill as a writer in evolving a prose style wellsuited to his theme, accounts for much of the
success of this novel. Cowan is not a dynamic
writer. His style is essentially one of simphcity,
and yet it is uniquely individual, making no concessions to popular demands. However, beneath
the surface of this apparent tranquillity—his careful observations, his eye for detail, and his terse
dialogue—there hes a tremendous power which
often errupts into an impression of haunting
leality. Time and time again Cowan begins his
descriptive sentences in the third person:
His m g had fallen to the floor. He got
up willingly, his feet finding his sandals.
He took his glasses from the box beside

/. M. Keeley

i"The Short Stories of Peter Cowan", John Barnes,
Meanjin, June 1960, p. 136.
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the bed, and yawned. He pulled on his
trousers and shirt and went outside.
The stage setting is given to us through the
actions of the central character. The step-by-step
observations—the rag, the sandals, glasses, and
clothes are all oriented towards Henry, and the
effect on the reader is to convey a scene of
extreme clarity, a vision of reality. A few lines
later the writter shps quietly into the poetic
revelation of a forgotten trutli:
The weatber, he thought, with a mild irony,
had again significance. However, we deny
it in our suburban streets, or mock it
behind glass, it has here power to drag
me from my bed to ponder it.
But when the occasion demands it, the prose
can leap away with a savage and intense beauty
of its own:
The crash of metal destroyed time and
meaning.
The ground moved, the soil
quivering and breaking. Beside the log the
legs jerked grotesquely, the body thrust
forward, the blunt head lifted, wide jaws
spht to reveal the purple-starred tongue
that thrust in menace towards the wall of
scoured steel. Then the log rolled, the
soil climbed, and the eyes of the reptile
saw without interpretation the tops of the
broken bushes, the log still shifting beneath,
the tussocks of scrub it had crawled among,
higher to the boughs of trees it had never
seen, then the metal crashed, and with the
sticks, broken roots, and debris its body
twisted and was crushed, dumped to the
long row of smoothed soil that filled its
jaws and the slow eyes.
Cowan dehberately uses harsh sounds in this
piling-on of images which rises to a crescendo,
breaks, and dies with the languorous sound of
"slow eyes".
The dialogue is trimmed of trivialities and is
generally non-violent, dependent on understatement for its power. In this respect it is particularly suitable in the scenes between Henry and
JiU Everett—^both non-violent people.
The
subtle use of understatement is most effective in
one of the first scenes of the novel, where Henry
reveals he knows about his wife's lover:
"Why don't you ask him here?' he said.
All through the meal, words had waited
that he could not force himself to utter.
'Ask—you mean Rosemary? She's having
an evening.'
WESTERLY, MAY
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'No.'
'1 don't know what that means.'
'Your friend.'
'What do you mean?'
'Just—why not ask him here.'
'I see,' she said. 'So you know.'
'At last.'
Henry has had defective eyesight since his
childhood, and as a result, is shy, retiring and
non-aggressive. The language he uses reflects
this type of personality. Later he meets and
recognizes a fellow-sufferer in the person of Jill
Everett. The love scenes which ensue achieve a
fine balance between the realization of new-found
tenderness and hope, and the nagging memories
of past events.
She watched his face and she said, 'Don't.
It doesn't mean anything.'
'But it does.'
'After all, I don't resent whoever it was
lived so long with you.'
He was startled she had so clearly penetrated to his own uncertain feeling.
In skilful contrast are the scenes of debauchery
at Riley's "parties", and Tom Everett's lust for
May Riley. This lack of humanity in sexual relations is again stressed in the "professional"
assurance of the clearing contractor Ted Yates in
his association with May Riley.
Yet she began to recognize in both of
them the elements of a performance, as if
this were rehearsed, each well scripted, and
the feeling died slowly in her.
Moving quietly but confidently towards the
climax of Everett's murder. Cowan displays a
mastery over both language and characterization.
He has built his two main characters into believable, sympathetic human beings—slightly soiled
by past experiences, but nevertheless, shining
figures surrounded by the darkness and brutality
of the "Riley Crowd." At the same time, the
author has been methodically dressing the stage
for Everett's funeral. During his spare time at
the siding, Henry has been pursuing his hobby
of bird photography. He has constructed a hideout on the top of a hollow tree, easily accessible
from the ground, and from there he can observe
some parrots nesting nearby. Meanwhile Rfley,
a local farmer, has persuaded Tom Everett to
sell this land to him so that he could clear it
for a dam—^Ted Yates being the contractor.
The crisis arrives when Everett discovers his
wffe's infidelity, and finds and attacks Henry at
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the hollow tree. In the fight which follows,
Everett is accidentally killed. It is from this
point on that I think the novel loses its vitahty
and power. Henry relates to Jill Everett how
he has killed her husband and stowed his body
in the hollow tree. The couple are relatively unaffected (emotionally) by this act, and proceed
to work out a plan to conceal the crime. The
Rileys stir up trouble and ask questions, causing
the local apathetic gendarme to be introduced
at this stage. The expected tension, feehngs of
guilt, or the fear of discovery do not seem to
eventuate in this latter part of the novel. Things
proceed normally, the law is not very interested,
and so Henry and Mrs Everett visit the scene
of the crime. They discover that the hollow tree
and its occupant have been bulldozed into a
windrow, to be later burnt by Yates, who is
clearing the site for Riley's dam. At this point
one would expect some emotional reaction from
these two people. Instead they are remarkably
cahn, and discuss the fate of the parrots which
Henry had once photographed from the hide.
'And,' he said, 'the tree the parrots had
nested in There's just a chance the young
might have been able to fly.'
'Do you think so?'
'They would have been close to flying. If
they didn't get out, at least they wouldn't
know much. How unaccountable for their
world to be destroyed like that.'
'Don't.' she said, 'Let's just hope they got
away.'
The effect of such a dialogue, together with
the image of the two plotters versus the law,
tends to destroy their fundamental humanity
which was so carefully constructed in the first
part of the novel. (To me this seems a great
pity.) Neither does the reader share the same
optimism for the future that the couple have.
Summer, a first novel, has much to commend
it; and it is very gratifying to see a writer of
the calibre of Peter Cowan increasing his output.

David Ashley

Wild Cat Falling; Colin Johnson, Foreword by
Mary Durack (Angus & Robertson)

Wild Cat Falling is a remarkable first book from
a young writer. It is the creation of an image,
an image of a scene, a person, a way of life.
It is too short and too self-centred to be caUed a
novel. The image is created from inside; it is
an " I " that takes us through the gaol in Fremantle, the streets of Perth, the lodging houses,
the mflk bars, the beaches, and through the
world of inner feelings and through a succession
of mostly desolate memories of childhood. We
realise with a kind of surprise, at the end, that
the " I " has no name. But why should it? We
do not repeat to ourselves our own names. The
anonymity, however, it not only natural, it is right
for this story. Colin Johnson v^rote to Mary
Durack about the progress of his work, and she
includes in her introduction a part of one letter:
'The book concerns a . . . boy trying to find
himself and failing . . . a sort of mock hero, a
stupid, self-pitying, broken down mess, barely
existing. He is not myself, though a little perhaps what I might have turned out. He talks
and acts hke many delinquents I have observed
and I have put into his mind some of my own
doubts and foolish contradictions.'
The boy has no name for the " I " barely
exists, as his author says: he is shoved around
by a succession of violent feelings, is ridden by
peremptory angers, longings, hates, by boredoms,
disgusts, and a damning sense of unacceptabihty.
Tlie writer knows everything about the hfe of
the young fringe-dweller, the formless aimless
drift of action and feeling, the endless chivvying
by outside law and inside rebellion, knows the
kind of noise that numbs loneliness, the thumping
music that injects energy but doesn't compose it,
the violence that gathers the sloppy life together
for an intense moment, the smell of law courts,
the stink of prison, the drugging by boose or piUs,
the sex life that dissolves but doesn't create and,
at worst, bores and disgusts: he knows also the
momentary flashes of tenderness or companionship
which have to be thmst off since they are unbearable glimpses of the forbidden world of happiness.
You would hardly expect a young writer, creating the image of this Iffe from inside, to escape
the falseness of melodrama and self-pity: especially since the boy's life is, in an obvious way,
both melodramatic and pitiable. But he does
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escape it, almost entirely. He puts down this
pitiable world without pity: he unfolds the boy's
thoughts, without shame, though they are shameful, and the boy's complaining gmdges without
sentimental indulgence; he follows the melodrama
of his life neither underwriting it nor overwriting it. You could only create this world if
you had lived in it; you could only see it so
pitilessly as Colin Johnson does if you had got
outside it and above it. It is not described to
us hke a bad dream from which the writer has
escaped, nor like an overheated fiction invented
by one who has been fascinated by something he
has smelled but never touched. It is described
like something which exists and goes on existing
within the pattern of human life, a perpetual
possibflity. I have been reading lately Spenser's
pageant of the Seven Deadly Sins; they are all
here in this book, sloth, gluttony, lechery, avarice,
envy, anger, dragging the gimcrack chariot of
false pride. The writer never mentions these
names of course; but the 'make-believe-they-areahve-kids' as he calls them, are stained with their
deadly acids. Though the writer uses often the
vocabulary and idiom of the milk bar push, there
is a curious kind of coolness within the writing.
Nothing is dwelt on too long. He knows it all
too weU to want to invent or indulge emotions
about it. It is pungent enough as it is.
I have not mentioned, on purpose, so far, that
the boy in the book is part aboriginal, and that
Cohn Johnson is also part aboriginal. We do not
judge a writer by his racial origin, though we
value him because of his origin for the special
insights it gives him.
Part of our response to this book is conditioned
by the fact that the boy is a special kind of
fringe dweller in our country, and that he grew
up in a broken slum home on the outskirts of a
country settlement as one of those special outcasts from our affluent society, the aboriginal and
part aboriginal people whose lives we unknow-
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ingly or knowingly corrupt by our haff-acceptance
of their presence amongst us. The boy's memory flashes of his degraded, down-graded, existence as a child, of his mother and her futfle
dreams of climbing out of the squalour, of his
delinquency prompted by a desire to take goods
that would never either be given or earned, of
his life in a reform school—these are very much
part of the book. He carries with him the helplessness and rebellion it produced, and the
prickly self-consciousness of his not quite white
skin. The 'make-beheve-he-is-alive' is something
he knew from birth. The writer knows it all, and
sees it so much the more candidly for having the
wit and intelligence (and luck) to climb out of it.
The book, of course, has faults. The handling
of flash-back techniques is sometimes clumsy;
certain episodes, like the boy's meeting with
students in the university coffee shop and their
conversation, are a little more uncertain of themselves than the general run of the story; and the
end, when the boy, after thinking he has
murdered the cop, escapes to the bush, and is
found by a full blooded aboriginal who is related
to him, and is given a new kind of understanding,
feels slightly contrived even though it is written
with restraint and feeling. But I see no point in
emphasising faults in the face of the achievement
of the book. It is as a whole a remarkable work,
short, unadorned, convincingly candid, disturbing.
Mary Durack contributes a longish introduction mostly about Coli^i Johnson. It is very well
done and very interesting. So much so that I
wonder whether it would have been better to
have printed most of it as an afterword not as
a foreword. It tends to make us, perhaps, too
conscious of the writer and not of what he has
created, as we set out to read the story. I would
not, certainly, have wanted her to leave it out.
But I suggest that it may be better to read it,
after reading the story.

Alec King
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